Trustees iiieetiri g

jotter to gwe annual rep<pt

have been implemented
during his first year in
will convene Friday, Oct. 24 office.
at 9:30 AM.
Next, reports from the . ten
Trustee Committees will be
Students will have a presented. The Building and
chance to meet the Trustees Grounds
Committee
is
at a Cider and Cheddar expected
to focus on
Party in the lobby of specifications
of
and
Roberts Union, 4:30-6:00 progress on the new dorm ,
Friday.
and on the status of the
Miller Librar y renovation
The Board will hea r the and
The
add ition.
first annual report ever Development
Committee
given by a Colby president ; will report on the progress
Cotter 's presentation
is of the $20 million capital
expected to focus on the drive, which includes funds
construct ion pr ojects , the for the librar y addition ,
curr iculum changes an d the computer
improvements ,
measures > to ;' increase women 's locker room exstudent
diversity which pansion and an electron
The ann ual meeting of the

Colby Board of Trustee s

micros cope.
Other issues to be addressed by the committees
include the divestment of
South African stocks , the
questions surrounding the
initial refusal of tenure to
Psychology, Professor Diane
Sk owbo and the taxes b eing
levied on fraternities by the
City of Waterville.
In addition , the student
representatives
to
the
board , Lisa Hallee and Joel
Cutler , will report on the
handling
of
Student
Association
budget
allocations this year.
The meet ing is scheduled
to last until about 4:00.

en seek center to
^ojnA
'focus on women's culture '
by Steye Riley V

At t empt ing to establ ish a
Women 's Center "will be
the main focus " of the
Colby Women 's Grou p says
J anice Sandeen , one of the
five collective leaders of the
group. - . . ; C: r .
The center , which is still
in the ver y earl y planning
sta ges, could possible! include areas , for meetings ,
cooking, and studying ; Jane
Schwartz Colby's Health
Associate , a leader of
women's issues on campus
hopes that the center will be
"lots of things ^' but ' mainl y
a ' "' ''focus ; for women
l 's
culture. ' ?'" : .^ . .;- :;;,;' :^. , ' :' : ¦: ' ; ' .
Sandeen ¦ ;., ; jsaid C the
leadershi p, was looking for
ideas from hot only ' the
women's gf oup : but also
frorn others in the Colby

community.
She states that the ideas
are very flexible and ' 'new
ideas might change " plans.
Both women stres sed that

house , which is curren tly
unuse d . Schwar tz , however ,
would like to see tlie center
closer to the main campus
to set off the "culture imthe center would not be balance " caused by " frat
exclusively for women.
row ".
Sandeen voiced concern
Accord ing to President
over the fac t that there
were nine male-dom inated Cotter , he . "would have to
fraternit y houses wh ile know more about the
there is not one specific pro posal " before makin g
building for women. She an y decisions. He did state
cited other colleges which that "any group who needs
have " women 's centers , supp ort" should be hel ped
especiall y Bowdoin which but that he would be
just allocated $8,000 to a hesitant to build any neW j
women 's center even though facilities if present ones
women have, only been on could be used.
."With women 's issues
ttieir campus
¦ " • ' • ¦ for eight becoming more important ,"
years
. •
, *
¦While' ,the . .Women
's Group Cotter said he would like to
hopes for a whole building , get " advice from the people
both Sandeen and Schwartz in the (Colby) community
expressed interest in the who are interested" in the
first floor of the Alumni proposed center ,,
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Colby students John David (J.D. ), Peter Cocciardi , and John Light find true happiness at Baskin-Robbins , Waterville 's only year-round ice cream shop. (Photo by Jason
Pelletier )

Baskin-Robin s prov ides
ice crea m for the taste ful
by Nancy Finigan

Ice cream is definetl y the
key to true happiness .
Can you imagine the
Colby Mules losing if 'the
players were offered a
couple of double-dip cones
of Quarterback
Crunch
before the game? Or could
Pres . Cotter and the Board
of Trustees fail to agree
^hen faced with a little
Maudarin Chocolate Sherbet
or Rocky Road ? Wouldn 't
any Professor
be intimidated to give you an A
when bribed by a batch of

False ala rms plague campus
by Greg Walsh

The recent wave of false

and Ground' s . electr ician
J ames Cormier said that an
electrical evaluation of the

last
fire alarms , especiall y in system performed
^
Foss—Woodman and Dana week , proved that these
- Halls is causing headaches alarms are not due to
...Respansible sexualit y. Pn go8 10, 11
for both residents and mechanical difficulties. .
Janice Seitzinger , Dean of
administra tors .
Although
the . exact Housing , believes while
number of false alarms is some of the false alar ms
- not known , estimated vary were of mechanical origins ,
All
from fifteen to " thirty others were pulled.
three
departments
agree
past
three
alarms
within
the
ge 12 ¦' •'
Hoclcoy top
Seat ¦ in Maine.Pa
¦' . '
¦
¦ ' ...Field
!l *
' . ¦¦•' . " 'A ¦'• ' ,
.; . '' ¦• ' ¦'" > '¦' •' , .';.
.:
.
. ' ¦ .:
.. ,: ¦
•'
, , . - ¦: ¦
weeksj the majori ty in that a large percentage are
..
intentio nally set off. CorFoss—Woodman.
hypothesizes
tha t
The cause of these alarms ; mier
students
are
blowing
smoke
is
unclear.
Security
Head
¦ ¦;
¦ ¦
r '•¦: . 'r . :^^r ii Am y A A :;a , - . ry y / ^ . ' . -. ' < • " ,> . • . y James Brenan believes,that Cinto the detectors , which
Irtiechf'hical problems are;tp ; require : twenty seconds of
- ...Schedu le of events. Page 20
smoke ' conblame. However , Building ' ^'sufficient ,
,: .
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make a visit to Baskin - your depression with some
Robbins 31 flavors at the That 's The Wa y The C ook ie
For whatever
Elm . Plaza.
In business Crumbles.
since' June 16th , Baskin - mood y ou're in , Bask in Robbins is the only ice Robb ins has a f lavor.
They feature 32 flavors
cream store open year
monthl y for a total of five round in Waterville.
The manager of the hundred flavors offered
Waterv ille shop is ha ppy to thoughout the year. Peanut
say that business is going Butter 'N . Banana , Oran ge
quite well. Business hours
are from 11 a.m. -10 p.m., Continued on page 6
daily , so when you 're up for

...Foss-Wood man , Dana halls worst hit

. •• »..^^ "Mopnchildreii *' is coming Thursday.

'
'
'
' ? ¦ ' ¦ '""'
'
' !' ¦ ' •
.: ,. '
..
.

Pistachio Almond Fudge an even ing munc h or would
like a flavorful day, head to
and Burgund y C herr y?
Or
If you'd like to delight Baskin - Robbins.
your taste buds with these perha ps after fa iling an
mouth watering delights , exam , eat yoursel f out of

.
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centratio n ip order to activate. He said the smoke
would
have
to
be
deliber atel y blown into the
detec tor ; studen ts walking
past a detector while
smokin g would not can** *
iact ivatIon,
Alarms in Foss—Woodtnon have been rung as
early as 9:30 a.m. as well as
during this past Saturday 's
steak lunch , and as late as
U;- 30 p.m* Residen ts' are
concerned; many blame
mechanic al
difficulties
basically because as one
resident noted , "there 's no
sense in pulling an alarm at
10:30 in tho morning. ',

Other residents feel that

the smoke detectors are too

sensitive

activated

and

by

are

being

people

smoking , and by smoke
corning from the kitchen or
the incinera tor. Buildings
and Grounds did remove
one detector from the Foss
dining hall' s kitchen , but
insist all others are functioning properly.
Seitzinger has officially
addressed this " serious
problem " by pre piaring a
bulletin stating the policies
and sanctions concerning
Continued on page 4
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Maj or exp emsion wom
^
locker room,examined

accomodate 250 varsity and at the same time the
players and the phys. ed. single urinal was removed.
Improvements for the participants."
However, the most amwomen's locker rooms, a When the Department of bitious facet of the program
long standing problem for Education came out with its has yet to be finalized. In
Colby, have been given high latest title Nine guidelines back of the varsity weight
year,, the
ad- room and adjoining the ice
priority this year by the last
Planning Committee, and ministration decided the area are 1200 square, ft. on
according
to
Gene womens facilities were truly which the womens locker
Delorenzo, Asst. Director of lacking, and an ad-hoc rooms may be expanded.
Women's Athletics, some committee of coaches, led More new lockers and
work has already been by DeLorenzo,\set about to showers will be added if the
find some solutions. ^
successfully completed.
proposed addition is built
The
problem
of Many of their recomand DeLorenzo hopes to get
inadequate
women's mendations have already the women their own
iaciM.es at the field house been carried , out. -The laundry " and whir-pool
were inherent at the time of football staff gave up two of facilities as will.
its construction in 1966. At their offices to be converted
the time the women's into two locker rooms joine d According to DeLorenzo,
athletic program was based .by "a snowerr .' room.. more space is necessary
in Runnals Union, so no In some of the other and
im'."stopgap
space for women was even locker rooms, new lockers provements" can't solve the
designed for the field House.' were purchased, shelves problem.
Also,
both
When
the
women's were installed and much DeLorenzo and Athletic
program was moved iho the needed athletic equipemnt Dkrector Richard McGee
field house, their locker for the women was pur- agree that new lights for the
rooms were small, separate chased! In addition hair- locker areas are sorely
and
according
to dryers and new lights were needed and have been for
DeLorenzo, it was''tough to installed in the bathrooms, quite some time.
by Greg Nemrow

r News B
ili^S *^
UNH inaugiirate is President

- DeLorenzo is optimistic
that all these improvements
will be made, and he gives
President Cotter and the
athletic department very
high marks concerning
women's athletics.
He stresses that the
women have "been will
provided for since 1976" and
that women's sports at
Colby are "ahead of most
comparable schools."

Freshman
hit by car

Freshman Karen Sundberg was struck by a car in
front of the Lovejoy
building at approximately
8:20 Wednesday morning.
She is not seriously hurt.
The car, driven by senior
Virginia Bulford, was
down McCann
_gpBBBBBflBB aBflfl &flaBBaBBBBB .fl aBflflBBBflBaafl BflBBaBBg proceeding
Road,
next
to
the Lovejoy
¦HOMECOMING
Building,
where
it hit
WE EKEND ' ,
S Sundberg.
¦Senior Joe Kelleher was
we are opening for B REAKFAST at our new location:
3
¦*
*• the first to arrive on the
B
.
fBHBR ___l ____ft ___k >"0"'"~'k
fl_- -Bfc
'Arnrn '
9 scene and call for an ambulance. Dr. Dore, who was
B
Hj. IB H| _H___fcS^ y
M _B ______ ¦ "- __________L2 on duty in Garrison-Foster
Health Center walked down
to the scene of the accident,
where he treated Sundberg.
She was then brought up to
the infirmary on a stretcher.
Sundberg was transferred
to
hospital for X_jMnpJ>~i w-i ^.yft ^ ^O^i ^m raysThayer
I
and then to Seton
for observation.
I
^^ e J M *a J:
\ hospital
She had several cuts but no
3
former managers of
B ; bone fractures.
Bulford noted that the
¦ BREAKFAS T fro m 6 A.M .
B windshield
BONNIES DINER
on the car was
fUBBBBBBBBMBBBB BBBBBBBB iBBBBBBBBiBIBBBaaBH il fogged up but that she was
only driving about 10 .niles
an hour. The posted limit is
25 mph.

Durham ,
NH—The
University of New Hampshire inaugurated its 17th
president ~ Monday.
Dr.
Evelyn E. Handler, who
assumed the presidency on
Aug. ly was formerly dean
of
sciences
and

mathematics at Hunter
College in Nev** York. At
Hunter,1 a school beset by
fiscal problems, Handler
earned a reputation for
shrewdness in ' financial
matters.
She replaces
Eugene Mills, now head oi
Whittier, Calif.College. :

Fra ternity relations at Trinity
The - administration of
Trinity College is in the
process of drafting a set of
guidelines
for
administration - fraternity
relations at the college.
Contents of the document
have yet to be revealed, but

according to Trinity IFC
President Tom Chase,
quoted in - the Trinity
Tripod , "it deals with the
administration 's power over
the frats," and contains
"rigid rules" for . fraternities.

Bates reviews tenure policy
\The Bates College faculty
will consider a review of the
college's tenure policy at its
November meeting. The
proposal is to form an ad
hoc committee to study the
validity of tenure and' the

acceptability of . Bates'
system of tenure. It
eminated from a series of
organized
discussions
among tenured and untenured faculty members on
the subject.

Bowdoin to revise black studies
Bowdoin College has
Lynn
Bolles,
named
professor of anthropology,
to head the college's AfroAmerican program. Bolles
is reviewing the program's

curriculum and plans to
expand it to emphasize
Black studies around the
program
world.
The
currently focuses on Africa
and the United States.
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Computer system sought a ^
to imp rove comp uter literacy
by Greg Nemrow
One of tlie top priorities
for
Colby's upcoming
capital funds drive is the
purchase of a hew computer
system that will, according
to Sandy Maisel of the
Planning Committee, allow
the school to pursue a goal
of "Computer literacy" for
all students!
Dave Firmage, who
chaired the committee that
researched the computer,
indicated that over $250,000
should be spent on the new
computer system.
. .
The equipment presently
being considered would be a
Digital Equipment Corp.
VAX—11—780 "supermini"
computer along with twelve
additional terminals for
student use and an undisclosed number of terminals for administrative
use. However, both he and
Maisel stress that if better
equipment is found within
two years before the actual
purchasing takes place, it
could be purchased instead.
Presently
some 200
students per semester use
the' school's Digital PDP
11—45 and 11—50 computers
on some 20 terminals, and
the system is constantly
pushed to capacity; Use of
the computer by students
for class purposes is impossible in many cases
because some courses such
as government of history
have so much for their data
programs that when fed in
the system bogs down. In

some cases the courses
have too much data for the
system to even accomodate.
-. The new system, according to Firmage, will
permit "number crunching"
and "more math type class
input", too large for the
present system to process.
An increase in data sets will
permit ' many
more
programs to be processed
than before.
This aspect would allow
all courses to use the
computer in one way or
another. Students will then
be trained how to . use the
system for their respective
Says Maisel,
purposes.
"We want students to know
more than just word
processors."
The money earmarked for
the computer would also be
used to hire a new faculty
member for the computer
sciences who could help
students
with
their
programs or in using the
system. Presently tnere
exists no full time person to
fill these needs.

the go ahead to be a
primary goal of the capital
fund drive. Firmage added
that a study of a dozen New
England s Small College
.Association schools showed
Colby to be among the few
that didn't have a large new
Bates recently purchased
a "supermini" computer
and Bowdoin owns a Digital
"Mainframe " that is an
older model, but with a
much larger capacity than
Colby's present system.
The final capital fund
drive goals will be released
next week and it's likely,
according to Maisel that
"both faculty and students
will be pleased," with what
is planned, especially the John Allen, Director of Computer Ser vices, typing away in Colby.'s computer
center located in. the basement ot Lovejoy. (Photo by Jason Pelletier)
new computer system.

The new system has been
projected to handle the
school's needs for at least
the next five to seven years
and unlike the present one,
can be upgraded and added
to. But the old computers
would be kept in operation
as well, for according to
Firmage, they're worm
more to Colby in use than
on the resale market.
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Sweat er Tweeds

Clot hes from Dunham 's oi Maine

have always been considered an
excellent investment. Our collec-tions, chosen frojni the?f ihest
m erchand ise ava ilable in the world ,
refledt a comm. ,.nent to quality,
tradition , elegance , and cla ssic
gobd taste,

It is our -belief that the discerning
man and. woman seek the exceptional, the unusual...and demand
-fiheist.
the very
• ¦
'. , •
. •
We invite you to share in this
trad it ion by ma il, phon© or visiting
our' shop on Castonguay Square.

Dunham'sof Maine
. , Quality apparel since 2887
11 Caotonguay .Square, Waterville ,.Maine 04901
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Bren nan seeks a ddition al staff

© False alarms

by Bob Hoffman

Security staffing at Colby
is inadequate, according to
Head of Security, James
Brennan.
Presently there are six
full-time officers on the
security staff with a
minimum of two officers on
duty during each shift. Due
to staff scheduling problems
such as vacations and
illnesses, Brennan has
found that at times only one
officer patrols the campus.
Since security responds to
calls all oyer campus and
strives for immediate
response time, it. is more
efficient to have two officers on duty at any one
time, Brennan said.
Futhermore; as a safety
precaution for the security
men themselves, it is safer Security chief Jim Brennan will request crease to two the nucaber of security guards
if they work in pairs.
two additional officers for next year to* in- patrolling the campus oh each shift.
In order to maximize installed to convert the Roberts Road, the ad- they are thorough in their
protection, Brennan will lighting and the ad- ministration hopes to divert duties
maintain a good
submit a request to the ministration is prepared to, the students away from the rapportandwith
the student
administration for
the place additional lighting' path and onto the lighted body . . . . ..
hiring of one or two ad- around such primary areas road. Brennan, however,
ditional security officers as the fieldhouse, Roberts expresses doubt that the
Brennan advises students
next year but is "not Union, and the library. students will change their
riot
to hesitate contacting
terribly optimistic" the Obtaining these lighting walking habits so readily.
security
or the Dean's office
proposal will be approved.
improvements has been a
Bicycle thefts continue to
Another topic of security source of friistration for the plague the Colby com- whenever a problem arises
concern is the lighting security department and munity and Security advises and .''hopes that students
situation on campus, a they hope that the ad- the student body to lock will be more apt to provide
longstanding source of ministration will soon act on their bicycles inside the information in the future."
discontent. A study of the matter.
dormitories.
Bikes He notes thqt . .many
campus lighting conducted
One planned security shouldn't be left outside on students, are reluctant to
incidents
and
irr the earlv 1970's rec- improvement on the part of racks, especially around report
ommended
silhouette the administration is to seal Dana and Foss-Woodman, withhold information so as
lighting with lights installed off Roberts Road, which where several thefts have not to "squeal" on their
fellow classmates. In order
in the ground in front of the runs between the football occurred. .
to deal with security
chapel containing' 100 watt field and Roberts Union, to
bulbs. This approach has vehicles.
Although four
Overall, Brennan feels problems and apprehend
Brennan
proved inadequate because post
lights
illuminate that the security forces on wrongdoers,
of
necessity
stresses
the
the lights installed in- the Roberts
Road,
most campus have been efficient
ground aren't bright enough students prefer to use an and effective in their free arid open comand the fixtures are unable unlit dirt path leading to operations. He is "very munication * between the
to house 400 watt bulbs.
Roberts Union instead of impressed"
with
the student body and the
New fixtures must be the road. By fehcintr off security personnel and feels security department.

Continued f rom page 1

fire
safety equipment
abuse. The bulletin will be
distributed throughout the
campus. Tampering with,
equipment ' for example
discharging a fire ex-^
tinguishing unnecessarily-'
or pulling a false alarm
carries a ihinimum penalty
of a $100 fine. ;
Th e fin e, • according to
Seitzinger, is "for the
concept'* not a reimbursement. She said that
the severity of each case
will be considered and
additional sanctions could
be . enacted. Repeat offenders could face expulsion.
In accordance with the
damage . policy of the
student housing agreement,
if after ten days the identities of those responsible
for a false alarm or
equipment destructibh is not
known, then the floor or

Mary Low Zippi er
redecoration complete

"We want to take our
resources and really blitz a
building each year," said
Dean of Housing Janice
Seitzinger- about an ongoing
revitalizatiori plan that
began with the remodeling
of Mary Low Hall last
summer.
The redecoration of Mary
Low
began
with
replacement of mattresses,
box springs, and room
furniture, and finishes with
a complete re-decoration of
Mary Low lounge. The hew
furnishings include new
couches, wall coverings,
and rugs, all calculated to
give the lounge a very
elegant . air -^'¦: . "Mr
institutional," in the words
of Seitzinger. ;
In addition, the lounge
may be reserved for an
evening for special functions that require a more
dignified atmosphere, such
WATERVILLE
j as the semiformar recently
I 45 MAIN ST.
held in the lounge by Pi
Lambda Phi. Reservations
872-6227
may be made through the
LeC
C^M
,
^
^ / ^ Head 'Resident, Dawn
'
Brydon, ext. 563. y r
iX
^
The old furniture from
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wing where the alarm is
pulles will be billed the $100.
¦ Seitzinger r hopes :that this
policy will prevent residents
from tampering of pulling
alarms on their own floors,
and iii turn make? the
residents ; .observe;. and
prevent others from performing malicious acts. :
V, Seitzinger hbp^s that the
false alarms will stop. and
that people will continue to
evacuate Uhe building when
ah alarm. 'occurs; She fears
that the- alarms are ''crying
wolf" so often that residents
will not bother to evacuate,
despite the possibility
of- a
;¦
real fire.
Last year two;actual fires
occured and were contained
by hall extinuishers.
Seitzinger adds that if those
extinguishers had been
emptied by people; fooling
around, there could have
been a dangerous situation.

Mary Low was relocated to
dorms that heeded, it; such
as the Hillside Complex,
:' , Dana,
where
and
reclecoration began ' this
Unfortunately,
summer.
there was not _ enough
complete
money , - to
redecoration, so it willliave
to wait , until next yeair.
After that, Seitzinger hopes
to move on to the -other
dorms, one per year, until
all of the dorms¦¦ have been
. '. -, ' y r.
redone. ;
t

Otlier projects so far have
included replacing¦",¦: the
worn-out
carpeting in
Taylor ¦with
linoleum tiling,
¦
which : '.' , . . -has.., ¦-¦¦¦' ¦; better
wearability than carpeting^
Jri additibn, each floor -1&
Ttiled in a different color, so
that ^ visually ' you are oh
the right floor ," and " on the
whole, it makes things
zippier," according to
;
Seitzinger. " r
All told , the plan is to.
eventually
make each
lounge ¦unique,' ^ well as to
make best use of existing
furn iture, arid to^make each
dorm a nicer place to live, i
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AetisemitismForiiin:
baekpedalin g on
goals of equ ality

Last week some 60-70
students and faculty Joined
Professors Filosof , Hauss
and Weiss in the living
room of the Lambda Chi
Alpha Fraternity to participate in a residential
forum centered around the
rise of facism and¦ neo-Nazi
groups in Europe. "
Introducing the forum
was junior Dave Marcus
who
presented
some
background material on
recent anti-semitic incidents in France, Belgium,
and Germany. These incidents included the bombing of a Paris synagogue
in which four were killed
and the explosion at a
German
festival
that
claimed 12 lives.
Professor Weiss of the
French Department, started
the discussion by giving a
brief historical perspective
of France before and during
the Second World War. His
opening remarks were
followed by fellow French
Professor, Guy Filosof
whose comments were of a
somewhat more personal
nature. Filosof , who admitted to haying been exposed to some firsthand
anti-semitic violence in his
youth, tried to expljain the
traditional French attitudes
towards foreigners and
cultures,
foreign
He
claimed that France was
basically xenophobic and
turned to anti-semitism
because of economic difficulties and the need to find
a scapegoat.

Youremployees
thank you.

^

Professor Weiss then
continued
by
clearly
defining culture in the
French term of the word
and expounding on the fact
that the French are very
demanding as far as thenculture is concerned and
that culture has been
"drummed
into"
the
children at a very early age
so that even children from
other cultures are very
''French-culturalized." '
Finally,
before
the
discussion was thrown open,
Government
Professor
Charles Hauss summed up
by trying to tie. together all
the underlying traits that
had just been thrown out.
Hauss drew the connection
between a drop in the "good
life" to the rise in underlying racist feelings.
"Backpedalling on goals of
equality " was the phrase he
used to tie in the situation in
Europe and the not so
irrelevant rise of the KKK
in the United States ard at
Colby.

by David M. Strage

Ute American
CancerSociety
thanks you.

Professor Hauss then
threw the floor open for
discussion. Discussions and
comments flowed for well
over an hour and covered
some rather interesting yet
diverse issues such as
"What can be done to stop
this, rise in Europe?" and
"What is the role of the
_EI___ in the Middle East? "
The official forum ended
around ten o'clock although
numerous subgroups and
individual
discussions
continued well into the
night.

ITtek families
thankyou.

Albert Mavrinac, Government Dept. Chaurman, was interviewed in French by a
Belgian television crew oh the American presidential campaign. (Photo by
Dick Maxwell, Waterville Morning Sentinel)

Belg ian p ress interviews
Mavrinac on p olitics

by Steve Riley

Professor
Albert
Mavrinac was interviewed
last Friday by a Belgian
television crew about his
views on the upcoming
presidential election.
The interview was conducted in French by Roger
Claremont
of
Radio
Television Beige Francais
( RTBFO. He was concerned
with Jimmy Carter, Ronald
Reagan and John Anderson
and their running mates
and the possibility of the
election being thrown to the
House of Representitives.
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conservative
to
Mavrinac made several from
distinctions between the two moderate.
Mavrinac believes that
main candidates.
He
believes that Carter has Carter has "shown a
many good ideas but fails competence he hadn 't
"to get a hold of the big shown before" in his hanpicture" while Reagan is dling of the Iran-Iraq war
able to get the "big pic- and that Reagan "does not '
ture," and used this ability have a grip on the into his strong advantage at ternational affairs. "
the Republican convention. " He also thinks that even if
Mavrinac cited Reagan's the election were put in
closing speech at the con- front of the House, it would
vention as an example and not be a "great crisis"
as a strong point in .his because no matter what
happens he believes a
favor.
•
He also stated it was president will be sworn in
"very natural" for Reagan on Jan. 20.
The interview was part of
to try to shift his image

a series by Belgian
the
television
about
Presidential campaign to be
ghfiw n.the week proceeding **
the election. Cameraman
Jean-Francais Bouche said
the trip was planned in June
and was set up by the U.S.
State Department.
They had already interviewed supportees of all
three candidates and sought
objectively "
"academic
Bouche
from Mavrinac.
also said Mavrinac was
chosen because he speaks
fluent French_and because
he comes from a "neutral
state."
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You've become a •
life saver. Literally.
For installing our
Employee Education
Program. For
understanding that if
cancer is detected in ¦¦
its early stages ,
chances for cure are
greatly increased.
Thankyou.
Hundreds of
companies now
have an American
Cancer Society
Employee Ed-ucation
Program. If yours
isn't one of th _m ,
call us.
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"Did you know you can get a usee] fur coat at
,SECOND TIME AROUND for less than you
can buy a new cloth coat? "

BAD HAIRSTYLES

BEGKY 'S

REWARD

• Great Looking Hairstyle
• Healthy Manageable Hair
• Professlonable Advice On
The Correct Products

"SECOND TIME AROUND"
Call 465-2059
PINE ACRES MALL
KENNEDY MEMO RIAL DR, OAKLAND
OPEN 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 7 DAYS

HEAD QUARTERS
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•Bask in-Rohin s
Continued from page 1
Pineapple Nut, Caramel
Apple and of
course...Vanilla are just a few ot
the taste bud titillating
flavors are available this
month.
Baskin - Robbins is the
only shop in Waterville
which offers ice cream
cakes and pies, decorated
for you spontaneously. This
is exclaimed by their motto
PDQ
personalized
decorating quickly.
They specialize in hand
packs, frappes, malts, sodas
whatever an ice cream
connoisseur craves can be
found at Baskin - Robbins.
For all the Econ - majors,
Karat bars, "worth their
taste in gold" are offered.
Or for the adventurous
hikers, the Matterhorn
seven scoops of ice cream
with a variety of toppings ,

Of course for all those Tab
lovers who don't desire the
extra calories, low - fat
frozen yogurt is available.
However if you just really
detest ice - cream, Baskin Robbins is a great place to
visit so that you can pick up
the latest copy of the comic
bock the Adventures of
Basky and Bobbin - action
filled exciting reading for
the
dedicated
college
student.
A trip to Baskin - Robbins
is a definite must for a
smooth and tasteul Colby
experience. How could you
make it through the
semester without stopping
by? Stop and think about it,
when is the last time you
saw someone frowning with
an ice cream cone in their
hand?

The American
Economic System.

We should oil learn more about it.
_J__ V*! ( i |__i| .' A pdck swvice rnessogeof This Newspopei
The Advertisin g Cowx 'S US Deportmert of Gcrrrnace.
COtnCll
<*H?** -

The problem of cheatin g and the possibilit y of establ ishing an honor code at Colb will be examined ft y: a
y
Task Force on Academic Honest y. The Task- Force was created by the Educational Policy Commi tt ee
at last Tuesday 's meetin g.
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-Entertainment
Born to stomp

'¦

5 :--V-:;£^.'*tfe

Fron left to right: SteveCi -Ugn, Dnvc Fricd -un, Sal Baglio awl B(--_- CaccincUoof the -40-opers.

Steve, Dave, Sal, and Mark stomped into Colby last
Friday with an amazing Rock and Roll "how. THE STOMPERS
played a variety of original and popul ar music from the '50's thru
the 'SO's to a crowd of over 45CT people. "This is Rock and Roll."

-

- by Paulette Lynch
While most of the campus
was heading south, a little
piece of Boston was making
its way up to Maine.
The STOMPERS, the
third most popular Boston
band in Boston, appeared
live and in concert last
Friday night in Wadsworth
Over 450
Gymnasium.
people turned out to stomp
to what may have been the
best Rock and Roll show
Colby 's seen this year.
And, boy, did they STOMP!
; The
were
Stompers
preceded by a warm-up
group from Colby, the Back
Porch Blues Band. Though
scheduled to begin at 8:30,
the Band did not get underway until after 9 with a
disappointing audience size
of only 40-50 people. Yet the
Blues Band,
kept the
crowd alive and growing to
over 400 people.
After a half-hour break,
the Stompers stomped on
stage with , intense energy
that lasted well into the
night. Sal Baglio, lead
guitarist and vocalist was
all over the stage playing

by Fran Mullin
"George,
the
Dirty ventriloquist act you've
Dummy, has joined forces ever seen. In New York,
with a real meek and mild they were called "the
guy,
Otto,
wh o
he variety act of the year " and
outrageously
transforms that's no joke.
Their act is amazingly
into a wild and reckless
guy. When Dirty Dummy Crude, Rude, Obnoxious and
George opens his hinged Barbaric. It's sure to be
lips, the act is definitely x- completely and morally
rated , absolutely hilarious disgusting, so if you 're
and totally without any prone to blushing, beware.
redeeming social value.
But if you're feeling
You'll love it."
"grody," or you've become
bored with your friends '
Howdy Doody this guy dirty
jokes- come get
airit.
grossed out in Given
Dirty Dummy George and Auditorium this Friday.
his human pal,Otto, don't The fun starts at 9 p.m. and
compa re to any other is free for Colby students.
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George, the Dirty Dummy, constantl y shocks his pal. Otto.
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circuit. . Part of this is
because they interact with
the audience and make
everybody want to dance but that's not all.
Many of the songs seemed
precisely timed to bring the
audience "to the brink. "
They get the whole house
yelling and screaming, hold
out for a few moments and
then come back in an
energetic burst. Often
Baglio led the audience in
clapping, and encouraged
the crowd to scream and
stomp some more.
On Friday, the Colby
audience begged for more
when the concert Was over
and they, weren't disappointed. The Stompers
came back with their acof
claimed
version
"Jailhouse Rock" for a ten
minute
encore
which
thrilled the audience, many
of whom lingered after the
concert.
The Stompers is a band
on the rise. .
Social Life should be
congratulated for booking
such a successful concert.
We hope to see more like it
this year.

This dummy
ain 't Dood y

mm
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and singing his heart out
directly to the audience.
They played their hits
such as "American Fun,"
"She's So Fine" and "Break
Out," along with great
renditions of the Animals'
"Please Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood," and "Devil
with a Blue Dress."
The Stompers run the
range of Rock and Roll,
from "50's purist" to "early
and middle Springsteen."
Yet the Stompers are not
considered to be a purely
nostalgic group. Though
their roots are certainly
based on Elvis-style tunes
and other music -from the
50's and 60's, the Stompers'
music is mostly originally
written by none other than
Sal Baglio.
One of the outstanding
features of the night was
the drum solo by Mark
Cuccinello During "Loopie
Lou," Baglio joined Cuccinello on the drums,
sometimes
seeming
cooperative, other times
just outrageous.
The Stompers have been
an immense success on the
Boston club and college
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THE DIRTY DUMMY
AND OTTO
NEW YORKfe VARIETY ACT OF THE YEAR
COME SEE GEORGE - THE DIRTY DUMMY
AND OTTO THE VENTRILOQUIST

FRIDAY at 9:00
OCT. 24
-

FR EE FOR STUDENTS
$1.00 FOR NON STUDENTS
GIVEN AUDITORIUM
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Film

9
9
'La Cage and 'H opscotch ? movies not be missed
by Scott Sophos

Movies here in the wilds
of Waterville seem to run in
cycles. For the longest time
there are those movies that
play for weeks and you
wonder why anyone would
want to see them in the first
place (like Terror Train) .
Or, there are the movies
that you really want to see
that for some weird reason
close after a week. ^
Finally, the cycle comes
to the movies that people
really want to see and that
actually play three weeks or
more. La Cage aux Folles
and Hopscotch are two of
those movies.
French comedies have
always held a cerja'ftr
V
fascination for American
audiences (maybe it has
something to do with
WWII...), as the success of
films like Cousin, Cou sine
and Small Change attest to.
French comedies have
always held a certain, fascination for American,
audiences.
Recently, a two year old
film call La Cage aux Folles
(or Birds of Feather) has .
captured the American
movie-going public. It has
met with huge success all
over the country and has
been playing for the past
two years at the same
theatres in New York and
Washington D.C.
Somehow, in all that time.
I never got around to seeing
it. During that time I had
heard from several hundred
people aboutjiow funny and

wonderful it was, and
perhaps; I Was afraid of
being disappointed.
Friday, however, it
arrived in Waterville; it
was so close a friend and I
couldn't resist, so we tool, a
cab down to see it. Armed
with a very large box of
popcorn and an even larger
Coke between the two of us,
we sat down to be entertained:
During the first part of
the movie Lthought mat my
direst fears of overkill had
become true. Sure it was
|unusing', but I wasn't
tolling in the aisles. But oh,
how wrong first impressions
can be.
Sure it was amusing, but
I wasn 't rolling in the
aisles.
By . the time the movie
was over, the girl I was
with thought that she was
going to have to scrape my
oxygen deprived body off
the floor. Or, as my dear
mother once said after an
episode of Love Joat ,
VGawd, ah'laughed so
hawed ah thought ah was
gonna ' bust a gut. "
The far fetched plot of
this farce deals with two
middle aged homosexuals,
one rather straight-looking
and the other a flaming
queen named ZaZa. For the
past twenty or so years they
have owned and lived
above a nightclub tailed
La Cage Aux Folles, which
features
female
impersonators and other types
of wild entertainment for a
straight audience, ' with
ZaZa as the main attraction.

Movie Clock

October 23-29
COLBY COLLEGE • Lovejoy 100
7&9:30p.m.
. 24,26 SLEEPER
I
stoning Woody Allen and Diane Keaton $1
25

I NEVER SANG FOR MY FATHER
starring Gene Hackman FREE!

..

i

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA
,

7&9:30p.m.

., 27r29 r |THE WA& AT HOME.,, , ,; £ : .,' :., ', . Ar;A, ,:f 7&9:30p.n*.,
, l- .' v ' -'ij /
r* ' •' ' *, ' ft» to**y.pflheimti^

The movie on the whole,
however, is extremely
classy and colorful and even
though you will never really
laugh out loud, it is enjoyable and diyertingr This
movie is .; like a French
pastry: It's great to look at
and taste, but ultimately it's
full
of
empty
carbohydrates. The talents of
Matthau and Jackson,
however, make the whole
thing" worth it, and occasionally, everybody'needs,
a little junk food.
EDITOR'S NOTE:; La Cage
aux Folles ends its short
stay at Cinema -Center on
Thursday, Oct. 23. Fortunately; Railroad Square
Cinema will be showing this*
film in December.
*

candidate as he looked,
The next four years may so. come : and ; enjoy bur
sounded arid acted in 1937. hot provide us with many candidate(tyhile ye mayi- ;
"Smashing the Money opportunities for laughter,
Ring " pits Ronald against a
corrupt band of loan
racketeers, and "Sergeant

Ronald Reagan in 1037.

THE CANDIDATE
7&9:30p.-n.
starring Robert Redford," Peter Boylo, Melvyn
'

Oh, and Glenda Jackson.
What a woman. That's all I
can say, except that her
voice could make a ' grown
man's knees buckle under
him.
In fact, almost all the
characters in this movie are
loved, even the spy from the
KGB. The only flawed
character is that of the head
of the CIA played by Ned
Beatty. Where the others
are fighting over their
emotions for Walter and
their duties to the Agency,
this guy had only one thing
in mind: get Walter. He is
the
most
despicable
character I have chanced to
come across in a longtime.
Like Jackie Gleason in
Smokey and the Bandit, he
is a total fool, the subject of
every fat joke in the movie.
His meanness becomes
downright annoying.

From Sgt . Mur phy to preiid eiit?

8p.m.

SERGEANT MURPHY

a romantic French film $2.50

The same could be said of
Ugo Tognazzi and Michel
Summit, the two leads.
Without careful control,
these two could have come
across as the stereotyped
limp wristed, Truman
Capote types. Both .actors,

'9:30p.m.

SMASHING THE MONEY RING and

23:26 A MAN AND A WOMAN

care about the outcome...

7:30p.m.

with Ronald Reagan 50 cents

29

It is one of the few recent

films where you reall y

exposing the CIA, KGB,
and
Scotland
Yard,
everyone in inbetween. He
sends, the first chapter^ to
the head of every secret
service outfit in the world,
Although this film (Hop- and the chase is on for who
scotch) wds highly euter- is going to liquidate him
first.
taming f it left me with
The script Is witty and
,
feeling...
an emptyintelligent,' , and director
Ronald Neame has created
In fact, the entire film a slick, fast-paced comedy
manages to overcome these thriller. That is my problem
obstacles, becoming one of with it. It's a little Too
the truly funny films that I slick. The' location changes
have see in a long while.
Sight gags abound, like the
"maid," who must pretend Without careful control,
to be a real butler,\ but these two could have
cannot walk and wear shoes come acro ss as the stereo
at the same time.
It is one of the few recent typed i limp wristed Trufilms where you really care man Capote types.
about the outcome because
the characters are so
likable. This film is a "must from America to Austria to
England to the Bahamas
see" for everyone.
and... It's like ajetsetter 's
Smokey and The Bandit.
The only differences are
that they have classical
It 's like a jetsetter 's
playing in the
music
Smokey and the Bandit. background
instead of
country, and you have
Glenda Jackson and Walter
Matthau instead of Sally
On a slightly different Fields and Burt Reynolds.
tone is Hopscotch; starring
Walter Matthau and Glenda
Jackson, Although this film ...her voicecould make a
was highly entertaining, it
left me with an empty grown man's kn ees
feeling after it was all over. buckle.
Walter Matthau portrays
a CIA agent who is suddenly
demoted to a desk job by
It is these actors that
the new, unfeeling head of bring the movie to life.
his department, played by Their characters are warm
Ned Beatty. To get revenge and believable, and they
and somehow prove him- add so much more class to
self, he tampers with his a movie already dripping
file and flees to Austria and prestige. When Walter
ex-agent and lover Glenda Matthau looks up at Glenda
Jackson. .
with those great basset
There he starts writing, hound eyes,: the audience
chapter by-chapter,, a book melts along with her.
however, overcome this
obstacle and portray their
characters with great
sensitivity and humor. .

v

25 - ROOM AT THE TOP
27

The straight -(kind of) ,
acting one, however, has a
twenty year old son who
wants to get married. The
problems arise when the
bride's parents, who are big
shots in "The Society for
Moral Order," want to meet
the parents of the groom,
who they think are cultural
attaches from the Italian
embassy with several
children. Or, as the New
Yorker put it, ""Trouble in
paradise;" or St. Tropez,
take your pick.
Even , though the movie
was so funny, there were a
few flaws/ Director Eduard
Mollinaro has shown great
skill in emphasizing the
differences between the (wo
families.'The bride's parents
live in a stark, oppressive
chateau in Paris-a direct
contrast to the bright and
gay
(pun
intended)
surroundings in St. Tropez.
The characters he has to
work with, however are
another matter completely.
The bride's parents are the
sterotypical cold and unfeeling bureaucratic
couple, totally concerned
with their standing in
society. The actors did
manage,however, to portray
them in a comic, if
sometimes unbelievable "
manner.

Monday evening Oct. 27th
100 the
hi , Lovejoy
' Life1 '*
Stu-A-Cultural
Organization will ,present a
film extravaganza ; two
vintage Ronald ' Reagan
movies.
Beginning at 7p.m, (after
the requisite cartoons), the
avid film goer will be
provided with¦¦ the¦¦ opportunity. -, - ..to"'- '¦!-see ' <; our
Presidential
Republican

Murphy " casts the dashing
leading man as an idealistic
cavalry officer who enters
his old war horse in the
British Grand Prix of
horseracing.
Great film classics of .the
Amer ican silver scr een ?
Perhaps , not, but both films
should provide a brief , wry
Rlimpse' of the man who
might next occupy tlie
highest office in the land.
Reagan himself migh t be
pleased at the fiscally
conserva t ive
a dmission
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'Come and strum 9

Bring your guitar and play along with performer
Gregg Niemann this Friday.

Gregg Niemann, the selfproclaimed
"Aboriginal
American
Fingerstyle
Guitarist" will play for the
public this Saturday, Oct.
25, in the Coffeehouse. This
entertainer plays only
original music, which
ranges in style from
classical to blues to
ragtime.
During his break between
sets, Gregg will be
conducting a workshop. He
greatly encourages students

to bring their guitars, so
that they may play
together.
Gregg is an open
humorous person from
Freedom, Maine. He has
not set limit on time for the
evening. As ' long as the
crowd wants to listen, he
will be willint to play
Gregg's show starts at
9:00 and admission is $1.
Coffeehouse fare will -be
donuts, coffee, tea, popcorn,
and cider. Come by for a
while, and enjoy the music.

Swing your partners!
The first Contra dance of
the year, will be held .in
Robert's Loft from 8:30 to
12 this Friday.
It is
sponsored by the Outing
Club, the Environmental
Council,
and
the
Messalonskee Folk Music
and Chowder Society, and is
open to the public.
If you 've never heard of a
contradance , it's similar to

'Diary of a Madman at Thomas
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Acclaim ed New York actor to per form

by Karen Pfeif fer .
"Diary of a Madman," a
one-man show starring
Christopher Cooke, will be
presented /at
Thomas
College on October 28. at 8
p.m. Produced by.Daedalus
Productions of New York
City and sponsored by the
Thomas College Performing
Arts Committee, "Diary of

a Madman" is a hypnotic
show which has been highly
acclaimed ever „ since it
began touring in 1977.
Christopher Cooke, a
young New York actor
whose performance in
"Bang-Bang" brought him
critical raves, plays in this
show a schizophrenic inmate of one of old Russia's
most miserable insane

asylums. Throughout the
show the audience is read
selections from the -inmate's
diary in which he vents his
frustrations about . life,
society and the asylum
which holds him captive.
The play is gripping,
fascinating and disturbing,
and should not be missed by
anyone with an interest in
theater.

60 s Seniors cope with college
Don?t miss 'Moonchildren'
"Don't you ever get the
feeling that you are totally
irrelevent?" asks .one 'of the characters a in a Michael
Weller's Moonchildren.
This play, Powder arid
Wig's first production of the
year, will be presented Oct.
23, 24, and 25 in the Cellar
Theatre, Runnals Union at 8
pj n.

revolves
Moonchildren
around a group of college
seniors; in the late sixties.
Spanning from fall to spring
of that senior year, the play
traces the changes in the
students' / : lives H and
relationships. One student is
drafted, one falls in like
with a flower child who
"can read recipies all day
and really . get something

out of' them", and another
spends- his time hoarding
•
milk bottles;
Interspersed with the
action , are the students'
encounters outside their
academic r*ealm, such as
the landlord , the crazy
downstairs neighbor, and-an
encyclopedia salesman.
"Although the play is, a
comedy on the surface",
says director Scott R.
Sophos, class of '82, "there
tragic unare very
dertones.Here are these
people being faced with a
new environment. They
aren't going to be protected
anymore, and all of them
are worried not only about
the future , but the changes
that are going on im-

mediately around them. The
reason for doing the play in
the cellar is to try and show
people that there are other
outlets for theatre on the
campus besides Strider
Theatre. "
Before dragging your
grandparents and little
children to see it, however,
be forewarned that the play
contains sexually explicit
language and, as they say
on T.V., discretion is advised.
Admission is $1.75, and
the cast includes James B.
Haddow, Daphne Geary,
Ross Brennan, Bridget
Callahan,
LaurelllieSuesanne
Jacobs, Joe
Kelliher, Greg Leeds, and
Rich Schwermer.
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• freshmen
parents weekend
special :
brunch—buffet

CHILLING TALE S FROM
FACULTY CRYPTS

The
Second
Annual
Faculty Halloween Reading
will take plrice on Thursday
Oct. 30 at 8:00p.m. on
second floor Roberts.
Profs. Bassett, Brancaccio,
Sweney, and Mannocchi will
do their extracurricular
best to scare you during this
Cultural Life sponsored
event.
,
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBE R 2
10 A.M. — 1 P.M.
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
325 Fairfield St. (Rt. 23)
Oakland , Me. 465 - 3223
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\ i i »'.. . WIX*? . , ,. "BUY* MAINE'S BEST AT THE MAINEMADE SHOP "

Seating in the Thomas
Student Union-is limited, so
get your tickets how—they
are priced at $1.50 for the
general public, " $1.00 with
Colby I.D., and are free for
Thomas students. For
further information , call
453-6005:

a square dance and is lots
of fun! Live music is by
South Bristol String Band, a
group including some Colby
alumni.
There will be a contribution of $1.00 for
members of the above
clubs, $1.50 for nonmembers, and cider and
donuts will be provided.
Any questions? Call Sue
Miller at x528.
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Planning center provides birth
control answers for men, women
"It's three days late.
What am I going to do .?"
"I can't tell my mother.
She always said mat 'Good
girls don't."
"Now I'm in trouble or at
least I think I am. I knew I
should have gotten some
birth control before, but I
didn't want to admit I was
one of 'those' women. You
know the ones I mean. The
ones all the men talk about
behind their backs."
"But it was inevitable. We
really like each other and
have been together for so
long that sex just seemed to
be a natural expression of
our affection. I don't feel
like a 'bad' person for
having done it. It was my
decision, I wanted to do it."
"Why didn't I get birth
control? Well, I was scared
to go to the infirmary and I
thought I had no other place
to go."
"I asked him to use
something, but he didn't
want to. Besides, he said it
was my responsibility
because I'm the one who

would get pregnant."
A shock of recognition
"Well now I think I am perhaps? deja vu?
and I'm more scared than
I've ever been in my life
and where's he? Playing
Male or female, if you
beer pong with the 'boys'." have
ever been in this
situation, you know how
scary it is. But don't think
"Oh great. . . her period's that you have no place to
late. Why did this have io go. happen now? I've got other
In addition to . the
things to think about."
Garrison-Foster
Health
"I feel pretty rotten,'like Center, Colby students may
it was my fault. She's a seek help at the Waterville
really nice person - too nice Family Planning Center on
to be in a situation lie that - Water Street.
and I'm the one who helped
The FPC offers comher get into that situation. prehensive • reproductive
But what could I do?"
health care, counseling and
"We should have done educational services for
something about birth both men and women from
control. I just couldn't use a the area.
rubber - those are
Since the FPC is partially
ridiculous. She said she was funded by the federal
scared to go to the in- government, its fees are
firmary, but I just assumed very
low and are based
she would do something."
upon
individual income
l,l guess maybe I should
levels.
have helped her over her
Most of its clients are
fear or gone to the in- females
the ages of
firmary of the FPC with eighteen between
and
twenty.
The
her. But what's done is center, is trying to change
done, it's too late now. What this ' situation by having
are we going to do?"
clinics especially for men.

The Men's Clinic
Open every Friday fro m
8 a.m. to 12 noon in our
Waterviiie off ices.
•confidential VD screenin g
• Confidential vo treatment
• Fertilit y/infe rtilit y information
• Health care cou nselin g
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waterville
101 water Street
Tel. 873-2122 Or
1-800-452-8760

Skowhegan
50 water street
Tel. 474-8487 or
1-800*452-4667
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The FPC does not
promote the idea of
premarital y sex.
That
decision must be made by
the individual. The FPC
does feel that men and
women mature enough to
have a sexual relationship
are mature enough to have
responsible
sexual
a
relationship. This involves
taking
the
necessary
precautions
to
avoid
pregnancy.
A recent survey conducted by Johns Hopkins
University's School of
Public Health among 2600
metropolitan area teenagers
found that "more teenagers
than ever before are
engaging in intercourse,
more of them are using
some sort of birth control,
but more , of them are
getting pregnant than
ever."

"E xploring Sexuali ty- A Symposium " will be t he
t heme of a series of discussions and workshops
on sexual aware ness to be held Nov. 3-12. This
event is sponsored by a number of Colby organizations and was arranged by D ean Seitzinger.
All activities will take place in the Smfth-HurdRobins rooms of Roberts Union
Mon., Nov. 3, 6:30 - Film: "Im proving Commun
ication Between the Sexes/' Condu cted by
David Agan and Janet Ir gang.
Fri. , Nov. 7, 7:00-10:30 p.m. • Keynote address
and discussions. Dr. Armin Grams on the
nature of sexualit y, basic components of
relationshi ps, sexualit y across the lifespan and
variations in the expression of sexualit y.
Sat., Nov. 8, 9:30-10:30 a.m. - Worksho p.
. "Bod y Image and Sexuality," - sex roles , bod y
language , social scripts and communication .
Conducted by J anet Irgung.
10:30.11:30 - "Alternative Relationshi ps'* - gay
lif esty les, same-sex and opposite-sex friend *
ships, singlehood , casual relationshi p-* and
¦ ¦> . .
values. < . '
Wed., Nov. 12, 7:00.9:00 - Discussion : "Our
Common Experience as Men-Women at Colby. ''
*¦) MM *******§ MM *
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For a fre e booklet with more easy tips on saving energy
and money, write "Energy , " Box 62, Oak Rid ge, TN 37830.
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Birth Control

Facing the -realities of unwanted pregnancy.
What would you do if you were in his shoes?

24-hour Birthline
offers advise to
pregn ant women

Announcement
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They are trying to promote
the realization that birth
control and pregnancy are
not just a woman's
responsibility.
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Birthline is financed by
several sources including
Help for pregnant women, the Archdioses of Portland,
married or unmarried can Catholic Charities, local
be obtained by simply Knights of Columbus, and
calling Birthline 's toll free an independent agency in
number - 800452-8748.
Boston. The. service is open
Birthline is open to any to any woman regardless of
woman who is faced with an her religion, even though it
unwanted pregnancy.. She is mainly supported by *
may need referral service Catholic organizations.;
i
Some
volunteers,
acor emotional support. From
Birthline she can receive a cording to Sister Julie, have
wide range of information become friends of some of
including referral services the women they have
for financial and medical assisted, but the woman can
help, or
legal aid, remain anynomous if she so
pregnancy tests, adoption, CllOQSGS
''
guidance, an d counseling
The BiHhline concept
services.
star ted as "Birthright "
According to Sister Julie twenty
Kane, the coordinator for England . yearsNowagoit in
is
Kennebec County Birthline, nationally r known as Bironce a phone call is thline and has local
rece ived,
a
tra ined automous
chapters
volunteer close to the throu ghout the country ,r-y
woman's home will return
Maine is divided into six
her call.
districts with; a, 124-hour
¦ '
¦ ¦¦ ' ' . ¦ ' : ' .S' '. ; - :;.:. " • ' ¦ • ': ¦ ;
;. . . '
Assistance might be given answer
ing service and
in the form of a referral to volunteers in each: district
;
an
organization r » or The Kennebec Countyy
emotiona l encoura gement district office is on Maihv
from the volunteer^
Sister Julie says , that the Street , .Waterviiie , near '
tra ined volunteers , are Dunkin Donuts. The office
mostly women • both young is a lso open to anyone who
and old, but that there ore a is inter ested M in obtaining
few male volunteers too, : ' : ; prin ted infori[hatiori, v;
by Beth Pniewski
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t so had afte r all
FBC: Fir stl&itiriio
: On my first visit to the
Center I wasn't quite sure
what I'd find. To begin with
1 was nervous and quite
apprehensive. Growing up I
had been taught that "Good
girls don't have sex," but
here I was, thinking through
admitting my need for
contraceptives that I was ho
longer a "Good Girl. "
I was suprised to find
many others who seemed to
be "Good Girls " waiting in
an outer office lounge.
These women were like
myself; they looked like
tney came from nice
families like mine. They
oioin't look like the kind of
girls ;who. 'did that sort of
i

thing ' .either. .This was the
first of many experience s
that put me totally at ease.
The first part of my visit
was a counselin g session on
birth control. During this
session, my counselor ( wno
happened to be a man)
carefully and thoroughly
explained
the
choices
available to me and how
they worked. The whole
time * his attitude was
reassuring and comfortable.
Instead of the condemnation
that I expected ^ my counselor
understood
and
respected my decision.
The next part of my visit
was a physical and pelvic
examination. This included
a blood-pressure checkup,

screenin g test for anemia ,
test for protein sugar , PAP
smear , V.D. screening and
breast exam. An equally
comprehensive examination
is available for males.
For the first time I didn 't
find a pelvic exam to be a
humiliatin g experience. The
Nuree-practitioner let me
know what she was doing
and ' made me feel comr
fortable about my body.
When the examination
was completed I was shown
how to use my diagphram no small task . But even as I
giggled the Nurse 'kept her '
pati ence, calmly reassuring
me that my decision was
the right one.

¦

• The Family Planning Center located on
iOl Water Street in Waterville. (Photo by
Jason Pelletier )
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Toxic shock syn drome affect s tampon users
...super absorbent brands may be at fault

Caution :
Fever and
vomiting or diarrhea during
your menstral period can be
a symptom of a severe
illness which has been
associated with the use of
tampons: This illness can
cause death. - Should these
symptoms occur , discontinue use and consult your
physician immediately.
Toxic Shock < Syndrome
(TSS) is a medical myster y
to which the SO million
Amer ican women w ho use
tampons are susceptible.
Accordin g to. the Federal
Genter for Disease Control
in Atlanta, Ga. 2000 women
may contaact the disease in
any given year and 200 of
these women
may die form
it; - " " /,
. - . : .y r A: '
- Accordin g to doctors at
the center , the cause of TSS
may be a / .bacterium ,
Staph ylococcus aureus. The
apparentl y
bacteria
¦ ' ¦¦
/¦
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multiplies in the vagina ana
produ ces a toxin which
enters the bloodstream.
Victims develop a high
fever , diar rhea, a rash and
peeling skin and , as the
disease becomes more
severe, a precipitous drop
in blood pressure. These
doctors still : do not know
precisely
what
toxic
chemical is produced by the
bacteria .
The highest
number of cases have occurred among users of Rely
tampons , a Proctor &
Gamble product. However ,
doctors warn against the
use of any super absorbent
brand.
Clark ,
Klmberle y
Kotex,
producers
of
developed the 43 word
warn in g wh ich , following
FDA approval , will be used
on all packages of tampons
produced after Oct.- 31. The
FDA plans to propose a
manda tor y warn ing label
for all tam pon packages.
Tampax , which claims 50

to an artic le which appeared in the Journal of the
Medical
American
Association on June 10, 1927.
At that time it was believed
to be a borderline case of
scarlet fever.
Dr. Patrick Schlievert ,
assistant
professor
of
microbiolo gy and
immunology at the University
of California in Los Angeles
stated recently, "Toxic
shock may be the most
severe form of staph
caused scarlet fever. "
' Superahsorben t tampons
were introduced in 1976.
Prior to that , Tampax ,
made for cotton or common
and rayon , claimed about 90
percent of the tampon
marke t. Tampons were not
required to submit safety
tests to the FDA before they
wer e marke ted becaus e, an
agency spokesman said,,
"they had neen used safely
for 40 years.. "
The tampons available
changed
today ' have
significantly since 1976.

per cent of the tarn pon
market , has started , a hews
paper and magazine advertisin g campaign to warn
women of the disease.
None of these companies ,
however , will admit that
their products are at fault.
Even Rely, the product that
was voluntaril y recalled
after most cases of TSS
were linked to its use, is not
being changed.
According to the New
York
Times a Rely
spokesman said, "There is
not enough dat a yet about
Toxic Shock Syndrome to
know what , if any, changes
should be made in the
tampon. . The "preliminary
results of our studies indicate that the absorbent
materials in Rely did not
encourage growth of the
bacteria believed to cause
the svndrome and , in fact,
may inhibit it. "
TSS was not recognized
before 1978, .although the
disease may be traced back
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have in- will be ignored? "
Manufacturers
chemically
troduced
No quick and definitive
modified cottons and rayons test for TSS exists and
and , in some cases, syn- doctors do not yet know
to what traces it may leave in
polyesters ,
thetic
enhance absorbenc y.
the blood. Even thou gh 20
were to 25 cases of TSS are being
Rely tampons
constructed to. assume a reported to the Center for
bell shape in the vagina in disease control each week,
order to reduce leaka ge. these cases are not all
The fact that these tampons verifiable as TSS.
may be worn longer may be The center has urged
a factor that increa ses the women to use tampons only
risk of TSS.
intermittentl y during the
The sur geon general has menstrual period , switching
recommended th at women ! to sanitar y napk ins or
switch to sanitar y napkins minioads at night and
in- during days of light flow.
or use tampons
termittentl y with napkins.
Another alternative is to use
According to J ill Rierdan , only sanitary napkins.
an assistant psychology However , cases . of TSS
professor
at Wellesley occasionally occur among
College, "The real issue will women who do not use
be whether adolescents and tampons.
adults are going to take the A new method of dealin g
warnin gs seriously. Are with menstruation is to use
women going to be willing natural sponges which are
like tampons ,
to stop using tampons inserted
because of a danger, or removed , . washed ant
have become suc h a wa y of reused. This method , aside
life or such a superior way from its obvious drawbacks ,
of dealin g with men- has been linked with al
struation that the warnin gs least one case of TSS.
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by Katie Leighton
The varsity field hockey
team , with a state record of
5-0-1, has earned the
number one seed in the
upcoming State Tournament
to be held at Bowdoin
College. Following Colby
are UMO (4-0-2), Bates ( 3-21), and UMP I (2-2-2).
Colby 's last two games ,
both wins, helped them to
achieve the top spot. Last
Friday was a relati vely
easy day for the team as
they soundly beat the
University of Maine at
Presque Isle, 4-0.
Althou gh C oach P luck
was disapp oint ed with the
play the first half , she felt
the team played an excellent second hal f.
F reshman M aureen Betro
began the scoring, assisted
by
sophomore
W end y
Runstadler.
Th is goal was followed by
another by senior J ane
Hartzell who was assisted
by jun ior Leah M aher.

- The next goal came from
a beautiful penalty shot into
the upper left corner of the
cage by Maher.
The only goal scored in
the second hailf came once
again from Betro . The play
for most of the gamie was at
the feet of the UMPI
goaltender.
Colby
penetrated their circle 29
times and took 25 shots
while UMPI entered the
Mules ' circle 'seven times
for only four shots.
Sara Bunnell was once
again noted by Coach Pluck
for her stops on hard drives.
She and Betro were players
of the game.

Last
Monday
Colby
travelled to the U. of Maine
at Farmington . Once again
the Mules jgot off to a slow
start and played poorly in
the f irst ha lf.
Coach Pluck criticized the
defense for slow play and
the off ensive line f or not
cutt ing to the ball . The high
point of the hal f was
another Betro goal.
The second hal f was much
more productive. The offense began to come alive
and help out defensively In

turn the defense became
more aggressive.
Sophomore
Kat ie

Leighton scored a hat trick
for the Mules. Two of the
goals were assisted by
Wendy Runstadler and the
other by Diane Peterec.
Leighton was also named
player of the game .
The final score was 4-0 to
give Colby their sixth
shutout for the season.
The J.V. teain played
their last game of the
season against UMF. Emily
Batchelder
and
Ellen
Mclntire scored the two
goals for the Mules to end
their season with a 2-0 win.
In the net for Colby was
freshman Katie Cutler who
has played the position only
once before. She was cited
by Coach Pat Hickson for
her play . The team was
unscored upon and undefeated in the season.
Among the outstand ing
players on the varsity team
are goalie Sara Bunnell ,
who is number one goalie in
the state , Sue Meyer and
Sandy Lang who are first
and , third
in
ass ists
respectfully,
and ; Leah
M aher who is second in
goals scored.
The tournament
play
begins on Friday with UMO
playing Bates at 11:00.
Colby takes on UMPI at
1:00 the same day.

Bombs away

Colby's Jane Hartzell battles . with goalie earlier this season as Sue Meyer looks oni
Hartzell had a goal last "week against UMPI. (Photo by Don Gallo )

Ra in, ref s and hu skies
9
bur y men s soccer teatn
ial.

You

neither tea m could mount a was torrent
S m. ?\ ,f . ^i^WW consistent offense.
could n't see the goal from
;
I t was a
rain
The
second-half
midfield.
.
J
iV$ %$
$ ^^%seemed to- grease USM' s quest ionable call. " : \

mt,,
miii miiii iffi»ii' i
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off ensive axle , and the But a call is a call is a
fe .ay fo Wiifite ^M Husk ies jumped out to a 2-0 call. ¦
by Steven Nicholas
lead on goals at the .three- J unior halfbac k Brian
and ten-m inute marks.
Ralphs . . scored the Mule's
As
Rosanna
Rosanthe only; official (i.e. officially
Shortly thereafter
nadanna used to say, "it' s > Mules retaliated -with their allowed) goal on another *
alwa ys somethin '." If it' s first tally. Or so they headshot , a cross pass fromnot lint in your belly button , thought , Senior co-captain Dan "Ma gic" Mat lack into
then it' s a little ball of and scor ing leader Tom the net from , the left
sweat on the end of vour Betro scored the goal on a goalpost. : ' - ¦; -A ¦ " '/ ;' ' : ' ' ,
nose.
headshot , but was ruled
The 1980 men's varsity offsides and the score was Serdjenian , f orced to
soccer season will be disallowed.
accep t yet another bizarre
remembered as one in
These things hap pen once defeat , thought his team
which there . was alwa ys in a while. It' s.part of the "played very well" against
someth in '.
game •¦ once in a while. the Huskies , ranked among
Last Saturday afternoo n it But later in the half , Betro the top ten in N.E. Division
was a blindin g downpour had another goal nullified III soccer. Despite obvious
and some questionable With the down p our at its effort , the fifth-year coach
officiat ing that combined to blinding peak , sophomore couldn 't help but mention
bury the hardluck Mules at Mark Schafer and > Betro the officiatin g.
the University of. Southern broke in all alone on the "They had one player
Maine in Gorham. The 2-1 USM goal. Schafer chippe d ej ected , and it should have
loss was their fourt h one- it to Betro , Betro headed it been more .
They were
goal defeat out of five.
home , the play , ended , the playing the man , not the
The Mules were confident referee again ruled it off- ball.;
I don't usually
and , hopeful after their side , and
the
score complain about the refs , but
second straight victory ~ a remained two, - zip; ; ¦
this game lef t a bad taste
in
;
2-0 shutout over Thomas
"The. rain
was un- my mouth. " :: . .. ; ' v" - v - ' -9' - v
College , their intra-city believable /'
remarked There are some thin gs hot
/
rival and a perennial coach Mark Serdjenia n, "It even Scope can cur e;
contender in Division III
soccer. But playing against
big bullets of rain and
The Mules defeated the Bates Bobcats here
having two goals taken
' f
last
night in overtime * 2r l. to avenge ; "their ;
away by a soggy referee
first loss of the season niicl earn n chance at j
tends to dash one's hopes.:
¦
¦
:
'
'
'
;
the first half, before the
the CBB conferen ce title, , Jfunioir Dan l^oy
•: ¦ . . . * On the ball
f
contr
oversy
and the
scored the winne r, assisted by Mnrk Schaior»
Hal fback Brian Ra lphs looks for an open man. Tho junior midfielder scored the lone rain
grounds
;
scoreless,
The
was
O'Neil
lurks
in
J
amie
Colby score In lnstVeek' s_2rl loss to U8JW. Goalie
¦
were Li saturated ; - ; from;
_ '.,.; •
the backgrou nd. (Photo by Don Gallo)
previous
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PowerfulMiddlebor7}team
thrashes pmidhless Mules
by Arthur Jackson
¦;¦¦ ¦¦

/¦' . . -C v *

and _ .;¦
Don McMillan ; K

Colby fans should forget
about last ft week's . 35-7
poundmg : hahded to the
Mule football team at
Middlebur y and instead look
torward
to Saturda y's
Homecomin g game against
CBB rival Bafes. The magic
that guidect Colby to a
surprisin g[ win over Trinity
was lost somewhere in the
backwoods of¦ Vermont. The
home team ' built an early
14-0 lead and the Mule attack never caught fire.
: "M iddlebury is a fine
football team i- the best
we've played to date , '' said
coach; Toiri Kppp ; "Ou r
team was flat and we
played one of our poorest
defensive games."
"We were in a catch-lip
position very early and then

bur - offense wasn 't able to quarterba ck Dave Caputi.
We Along with running for one
sustain -^ anything.
wanted to:pass the ball to score, Caputi threw for 226
Paul Belanger but in open yards , including touchdown
area but we couldn't ," said strikes of 21 and 9 yards.
Kopp.
-s other two
^ only , touch- Middlebury
The Mules'
touchdowns came on a 31down came in the waning yard Mar k Conroy -run and
moments of the : first a 16-yard
interception
quarter
when Belanger runback by Chip Sullivan.
threw " a halfback option Their offense as a whole
pass to Jay Donegan from totaled 440 yards compared
nine yards out. Brewster to Colby's 166. ~
Burns ' extra point pulled
"We would have had to
Colby within seven points , play great to beat Midthe closest the team would dlebury but instead we
played poorly ." said Kopp.
come all afternoo n.
Despite the defense's five
This Saturday 's opponent
interceptions in the second Bates js in the same
half , includin g three by situation as Colby. , Both
Mike Romano , and their ; teams have 1-4 records and
fumble recover y, the Colby will have Tufts and Bowdoin
offense couldn't put any left on their schedule.
more points on the board.
Bates ' only victor y came at
Colby did threaten in the the hands of Hamilton early
third quarjter , btit a 30-yard in the season.
pass play to Belanger ,
"This is the first leg . of
brin ging the -squad to the the CBB schedule and we
Middlebury five was called would like to win tha t to
back ^ because of a clip. salvage out season," said
Kopp then gave some of the Kopp. "Bates has had the
reserve players a chance to same type of problems we
see what they could do.
have with execution and
The Individual star for mistakes. "
Middlebury
was senior
"Bates is forced to play a

Cuttin g the corner

.

Senior J ay Donegan weaves through the WPI defense in an -earlier game.
Donegan haule d in a 9-yard halfback option pass from Paul Belanger for the Mules '
lot of young players because only touch - down ., Tphbto by Don GaDo
they lost a lot of players
through graduation and
injuries. They have a good
quarterback who can move
the offense and throw often," said Kopp . "We 're
going to have to correct our
execution arid minimize our
mistakes. It should be an
interes ting game."

Male y named
EC AG All-star
of the week

r M WMf &mMmw,
the wsmYWs&gmw,
BU.A1W
R^WOT
In IHEWHOLE
i
ii

J unior Mat t Maley fro m Darien , Conn.,
was named to the fourth weekly ECAC All- .
Star football team for his out standing performance in Colby 's upset win over
Trini ty College on Oct . 11.
The veteran split end caught three
passes for 166 yard s and one touchdown.
Tha t ID , a 63 -yard toss from quar terback Dan Bowman , was the firs t of the . ;*.
season for the Mules , and catapul ted them
to their first win of the year. .
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Wometi p hicef ourth,
nWn ,i^^
weekend
Paquin 's feat back in 1971.

1 by Steven Nicholas

A ' Colby runner has
placed first in every race
the school has, entered this
season. That' s what kind of
a season .the men 's cross
country tea m is enjoying
, ¦this . F«4ll.. .' ¦,¦ '. !¦ :* ¦. ¦. - :¦•,- . :- , '¦ ¦.-, ' •' - ...
Last Saturday was ho
. exception ,. >. as tlie , Mules
placed third in the Maine
I nv itational K- , A meet >;/;;. -at
Bowdoin ; College; » behind
Bates College and the Univ .
of Maine
at Orono -, and in
¦
front or the;?hosts ; and

,
:, i ' sevora ^'.V^^ or
¦: * ^/^^
' ' ¦ ' Majne
" •' '¦ .'. ' ¦'¦ '.
'

Sophomore Kelly Dodge
finished second for Colby
and fourth in the field of 89
runners with a time of
25:28 . Neil Moynihan was
third for the Mules and 23rd
overall ; ' (27:18) ,
Greg
Hancox fourth and 27th
overall; (27:2 8), Bill McCull y
fifth and
29th overall
(27:48 ), Duncan Whitney
sixth ; and 31st • overall
28:00 ), and Joe Mulligan
completed
Colby 's
top
seven, finishing 34th overall
' .( . - .
(29:04) .
^his /is the best we've
; done Iri/this event , " ; boasted
; crach Jim ; Wescotti , VLast
year 'we were second , but
UMO ; didn 't race. . I' m very
-pleased , with the - entire
team 's performance ***
> ^ Thls Saturda y, the ; i men
will run in the New Engl and
meet , at Franklin Park in

'
"' schools i - ' ! '.. '' •
Sopho ^re v Todd !Coffin
,
:took :' ;* i^^ .^^ 'lh'6:' ^ i^marbles i
covering ithe 5-mlle course
in' a -record-tying ;25:30 ;-!He \mBw^^^; ^^^ !'
women's i vars ity
was only the vSMond runner ' . j Tho
y >teanri took
'
cros
s
countr
'
i. . , in CoIby 'Wstory to win the
fourth
place
at tlie Ma ine
"
,
i,lracfi r . . - matching
.Lew
r~

ATAW .Ch'-Iift^ibh-Ihl| ^ jit

Bowdoin
College
last
Saturday. UMO , Bates , and
Bowdoin finished one, two,
and- three respectively .
Jane Petrick of Bowdoin
won the race , setting a new
course record with a time of
17:00. The record had been
held by former Bowdoin
running star and first
woman finisher in the 1979
fioston Marathon , Joan
Benoit.
Co-capt aih Karen Sondergeld finished first for the
Mules with a 19:42 clocking,
good for 20th place overall.
Eleanor Campbell was
second for Colby and 21st
overal l (19:43), followed by
R oberta Bloom , who was
third for the Mules and 29th
( 20:51). Debra
overall
Scanlon and Melissa Carperos roun ded ou t the to p
five. Co-captain Ginny Lowe
did not compete .
Sondergeld ,
Campbell ,
and Lowe will compete this
weekend in the New
England meet at
¦ ¦ • Franklin
>
Park lrt Boston* . »

¦This Week In Sports ¦
&* ^fpy^^ ^F ^fe
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¦ Oct. 24-25
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Women 's Field Hockey

\m$¦

'Infil
'^B l

IB ^
HmBI
OTTO GRAHAM
HAS MADEA
COMEBACK.

Otto Graham ,
one of football' s
grea test quarterbacks , has made a
sucdessful come *
back: *frorn cblorec *
: tal cancer. He and
almost 2 million
others are living
propf your contributions count.

CANCER

5
¦
¦

MAIAW Tourney at Bowdoin
Women 's Tennis
.
State Tournoy at Bates

m,
¦
S

Jj

¦ Oct. 25 Men 's Football
¦**
•
Bates College
5

1:30 p.m.

¦

2:00 p.m.

¦

J
¦
¦

v
•

Men 's Soccer

MIT

Women 's Cross Country *

Now Englands at Boston Univ.

Men 's Cross country

¦

¦

¦ Oct. 28 Men 's Soccer
' .; ' "
¦
at Uni, Maine- Orono

J |>

¦

J
¦
¦

!

:'

Eastotns at FranTicliiilPaik, Boston ^^ ^ ;^ ^ ¦ . j g
'[ ¦ ' : ¦ . /£ *
Men 's Rugby .; .
Bowdoin College
12:00 p.m. Jj

S

CAN BE BEAT. ¦

\

.¦
g

Oct;
29
;
,

^^
at Nasson College ^

2:30 p.m. -

"
¦

3:30 p.in,

¦

5
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It isn t how y oup lay iHe gaj ne. *. another^ 13-3
We've all heard it said enormously influential- role
before , by coaches and in the overall success of a
players, by parents and sports program. • . .
friends, by winners and Spectator turnout is a
losers, by Howard Cosell. useful yardstick for success,
follows and winning 'is, without
usually
It
Howard's dramatic and question, directly proporfrequent enumerations of tional to quantity of fans.
the famed Rocky Blier The - problem is less
Colby,
at
comeback story, or those prevalent
championship games that however, since there- are
"no one deserved to lose." several additional factors
"But remember folks, it's involved in spectator turnot whether you win or lose, nout. On the one hand, we
but how you play the are a relatively closely-knit
game."
institution, and sporting
Vince Lombard! would events are an opportunity to
disagree. So would I.
catch a glimpse of your
The late great Green Bay athlete-friends on the field,
Packer coach operated and chat with other friends
under the assumption that in the bleachers. On the
"winning isn't everything - other hand, there's studying
it's the only thing."
to be done, and parties to
Although I would not attend, and kegs to conargue to that fanatical sume.
extreme, it seems to me Even so, everybody likes
that winning, even here at a winner. Let's face it, the
academically-oriented
hockey rink is a walk-in
Colby College, plays an Frigidaire,' • and unless you

.
Bi^MMM&S^^^
WM - ,
tm^^^W
W
^^^^^^^^SS^

performance and played
have some fnends on the sistent winners.
technically,
a better game
of,
the
Another
factor
nothing
team, or thereX
than Babson.
mora exciting happening on . sports program influenced
Sunday,:' Colby faced
: perennial
campus, ' or you're an avid by winning - one that I was M'^
^ wail
powerhouse
hockey fan , you're not going ' unaware- of prior to last
Boston
University
in a very
to risk blue tootsies; But if week's forum - is that of
physical"
game
"
and
b
y
Jim
L
e
vy
there
Certainly
scheduling.
.
the team is in contention tor
suffered a 13-0 loss. "The
the ECAC crown, blue- are other major variables
This past weekend saw B.U." ruggers > were bigtootsies seem a small price involved -\ (e.g: distance
¦ . between schools), but, the Colby Rugby . .team really big- but more imto pay.
they were ugly, "
according . to- field hockey make their annual tour of portantly
commented
Captain
Bostoirwhere
they
met
two
"coach Deb Pluck, a team's
This is the first of three ability can help decide who of New England's premier Abe Staples" after the
The combination ot
co mmentaries concernin g that team will play. If teams, Babson . and B.U., game..
the
size
of : B.UM forward
and
suffered
two
losses
in
la st -week's faculty f o rum you're a loserr you're 'not the process,
and
"the
fact that Colby's
enough and not worth
^ faced forwards were.},tired and
"Th e R ole of Sports at good
Saturday,
Colby
die trip. You have to be a
from the previous
Co lby. "
, (But Babson, ranked among the sore
contender, a winner
game
if
led to more evenly
on "the other hand^ you're top teams in New England, matched, sci-uhidoym.
Or
and
suffered
a
13-3
defeat.
Attraction of publicity to "too good" opponents tend Colby mistakes, more than faceoffs, - '' .' ."¦ ?iy " -;-:, ¦''
the school via the team is to shy away from a
anything, contributed to the • ; The score does not j?eally
another measure of success. potential thrashing.)
loss, as Babson was able to reflect the actual closeness
Small colleges like " Colby Sure, Howard's got a capitalize
on mistakes and of the game as;COlby was
disad- point (for a change) . How turn them into
are . ¦ inherently
scores. Colby .'¦'• mostly the agressof. The
vantaged, overlooked as one plays the game is was able to move
ball backs had- a good day but
unimportant by The Boston important. But :winning is effectively; yet wasthe
cheap-shots : by
B.U.
unable
Globe and other prominent the bottom line.
eventually took their toll as
to
get
the
final
push
for
the
newspapers. Unless, of
Colby had to j play;* shorscore,
course, they produce consecond ; half
The scrum,; as in: every thanded ih; the
previous game, blew "the because they^^ had used ^p
opposing scrum off the ball. their quota • of two subBut,, winning the scrum stitutes. : ^
"I couldn't believe some
wasn't enough. They needed
of the stuff that was going
scores to back it up.
"•
/ Russ
The backs played well but oh,." commented1
the very wet playing con- "never-sleeps" " a Garrify.
ditions were a disadvantage "One B.U; guy had Terry in
for both sides. Both wings a karate hold; arid; hold "and
Both played singles for
- Ifor break . • his
Terry
Mulvey and Doug was ' trying
Colby the entire season, but
'¦ • ' .; • ' ¦ ¦;¦< :;.!' ' ;V ; • AAy
:.
arnf!'
'
\
Mears had excellent gameis.
both proved themselves to
. This *^eekend2the Ruggers
Terry
provided
bonebe fine doubles players as
crushing , defensive play will play the match that will
well.
w-hile,
Doug broke it once for probably be the most exThe weather was poor,
afl
apparent
try - or goal, citing cf the season. They
forcing all of the matches to
only
to
have
it
called back will face BqWdoin again on
be played inside on various
on
a
controversial
call ..by home territory at 12:00 this
court surfaces. The best
Saturday. This is going to
the linesman. '
players from New England
The
B-team,
although be a real grudge match as
colleges are sent there to
losing
'by
a
close
4-0
score, both , Colby and i Bowdoin
compete.
First singles
look for the CBB crown.
put
on
an
outstanding
player M-*.ura Shaughhessey
did extremely well in the
tournament,
out-placing
some of the top-seeded
women players. On the
whole, Colby did rather
well.
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Women s tennis loses onl y two,
performs well in New En glands
,TTTm,.-.-m-.^.^ -'.
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by Ka thryn Soderberg
With the women's varsity
tennis season winding to a
close, team members and
coach Beverly Nalbandian
should find themselves very
pleased with the results.
Having lost only two
matches, both to extremely
athletically
large
and
dominant schools, Colby
finishes its season successfully. The mules were
beaten by their new rival
the . University oi Vermont
by a slim score of four to
three earlier in the season
after their very strong start
this fall winning their first
five matches with relative
6HS6

Last Thursday , Colby
suffered its second loss at
Durham , New Hampshire
against U.N.H. The large
state school proved to be
even stronger than expected
and defeated Colby by a

Playing with "the varsity
squad in third doubles was
the team of Becka Robinson
and Nancy Raynor.
In sixth singles,' Kathryn
Soderberg was included to
uncomplete
the
conventional 6-3 line-up.
The four victories for
Colby last Thursday were in
the first four singles matches played by Maura
Brigid
Shaugnessey,
McCarthy, -Janey Reimer
and Sandy Winship.: All
team members played
admirably against Colby's
perennially strong rival.
This past weekend, Colby
sent six top women tennis
players to the New
Englands Competition in
Amherst, Massachusetts.
Representing . Colby were
Maura Shaugnessey in first
and
Brigid
singles
McCarthy in second singles.
In first doubles was Amy
Parker and Chris Robinson.
In second doubles was a
new and, very strong
combination of Wendy
Wittles and Janey Reimer.
score of five to .four.

PUT'EM AWAY
If you can live without '
your cigarettes for one
day, you might find you
can live without them
forever. So put 'em away.
Just for a day. Thursday, :
November 15. ,
THE GREAT AMERICAN

f

t i American Cantor Socie ty,

JUST FOR A PAY.

JOSEPH'S
OF FAIRFIELD

TURTL ENECKS
SKY R all cott o n turtlenecks
Mens& W p mens

$.18.00;." .,

reg. $20.00

WOOLRICH ; DUOFOLD , OBERMEYE R,
HUK-A-PU , IZOD 100% cotto n , dacro n cott o n
hearts & flowers and other designs
LEVI'S J eans $15.99

CHAMOIS SHIRT S
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Women end season, 3-5-1
by Stephanie Vrattos
Those-of us who braved
the torrential rains last
Saturday for the soccer
game between Boston
College and Colby were
treated with much more
than just soccer. We: saw
hydroplaning and water
skiing too - a contest that is
won through talent and
determination.
Both teams had the above
qualities, but because of the
continuous downpour, there
was less soccer skill involved than usual. It was
just a matter of first,
staying on your feet and
second, kicking the ball
through or over unlimited
amounts of puddles.

If there were any kind of
breaks, they went in favor
of the Eagles, who took a 10 lead 4:35 into the first
half . Three minutes later
BC upped their lead and the
half ended with the Mules
trailing 2-0.
By the middle of- the
second half, the playing
conditions had worsened.
The field was saturated, the
players were saturated, and
the game was becoming, in
a word, ridiculous.
The Mules did manage to
move the ball through the
mud and puddles to create
good scoring chances, but
failed to put the ball in the
net.
A poor excuse for a
soccer game unfortunately
resulted in Colby's fourth
loss of the season,, as thenrecord dropped to 3-4-1.
The final game of the
season took place last
Tuesday when the Polar

Bears of Bowdoin came to the second half.
town. The Mules suffered a The second stanza saw no
21 defeat in overtime in improvement in the Mules
their first confrontation, as Bowdoin continuously
earlier in the season.
beat them to the ball.
Tuesday's game came no- With ten minutes left,
where near matching the Cathy Coniff finally put
intensity of the overtime Colby the scoreboard after
contest.
Bowdoin the Polar Bear goalie had
dominated most of the made a save and hobbled
game and came away with the ball with Coniff waiting
a 3-1 victory.
of the doorstep.
Play was fairly even in Meanwhile, Becknell was
the early minutes before a- replaced by Beth Ellis who
Bowdoin player kicked the has seen minimal action
ball through a crowd and this season. Ellis made the
past goalie Jeffra Becknell best of her brief appearance
to take a 1-0 lead.
with a superb diving save
Just two minutes later, on a hard, low shot which
Bowdoin struck again on a she just managed to deflect
that
was with her hands.
breakaway
finished oft' with a good low The Mules had chances to
kick.
make it close but every
With 45 seconds left in the time they started to move
half a penalty kick was tlie ball a Bowdoin player
awarded to the Polar Bears. was right there to break up
The shot got by diving the play, and the game
Becknell and Bowdoin took ended 3-1.
a commanding 3-0 lead into They 're not ranked fourth

athlete ^of the weete
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for nothing," commented "It was "an excellent
season. We proved that we
Coach Steve Knight.
can play with the ranked
One of the brightest spots teams, and that we're not
of the game was the out- pushovers."
standing and undaunted
The Mules allowed only 14
play of fullbacks Mary goals this season, as opGlenn and Stacy Dreyer. posed to 43 last year.
Glenn and Dreyer were
We're a young team,"
forever breading up the Knight added, "only one
Bowdoin offense - blocking player (co-captain Pam
passes, booting the ball out Woods) will graduate this
ol the Colby zone - you year. We had five freshmen
name it, they did it. And who played a lot. We
they did it with the kind of should do very well next
hunger and determination year."
that coaches wish every
All things considered, it
player possessed.
was an inspiring season for
Glenn Was optimistic in the Colby women's soccer
commenting about the final team. In fact, dont't be
3-5-1 record of just the surprised to see the Mules
second - season of varsity taking part in post-season
status for women.
play next November.

JOE PALOOKA
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( HEY, VETERANS!.. )
A NEEP HELP ?? a^)
f ^THE YA PROVIPES COMPLETE
HOSPITAL CARE COVERING A
FULL RANGE OFaMEPICAL /
\ SERVICES FORELIGIB LE /
V__^ VETE&ANS !
j -^

This week's ECHO
Athlete of the Week is another
cross country team member ,
sophomore Todd Coffin. Last
Saturday Todd won the Maine
Invitational race at Bowdoin
College, covering the 5.1-ni ile
course in a record tying 25:30.
He was the first Colby runnier to
win the race since Lew Paquin
back in l971.

Con -tact nearest VA office
[check your phone book] or
a local veterans group.
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Graduate School
0f Business Administration

OF

Friday,
October
Columbia--MBA
Monday, October 27
theastern - MBA

A r epresentativ e of the Graduate School of
Business Administr ation w ill be on campus
T h u r s d a y , October 30 , to discu ss
; the D u k e MBA Prog ram. Interest ed students
j may obtain further information by contacting
the P la,per cent O ffice.

AC ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING- New
information on the graduate
program at the University
24 of Wisconsin has just
arrived. If you are interested , see Gen in Roberts
Nor- 252.

&
Wednesday, October 29 IMMIGRATION
NATURALIZATION
Suffolk University Law
SERVICE- Border Patrol
School
Agents. Information on
Thursday, October 30 Duke border patrol positions has
just
arrived.
Offers
- MBA
academic training, career
advancement,
good
benefits ,
and
special
retirement.
Federal
'
\
n
¦government
positions.
>' -:> k
*
>
Information
is
available in the Career
Planning Office.

ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERNSHIPS- The Atlantic
Center for the Environment,
part
of i the QuebecLabrador Foundation , offers
winter and-or spring inr
ternships in teaching, administration, field research,
and j ournalism. Possibility
o Excellent opportunities."1
Excellent
opportunities.
Brochures and descriptions
are available in the Career
Planning Office, Roberts
252.

EDUCATION CAREERSAdministration,
adult
education,
guidance,
curriculum development,
and other related careers
discussed by a panel of
experts. Open to all
students. Monday, October

ORCHESTRA *
MANAGEMENT
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMInterested in Management?
Like music? The American
Symphony League offers
.train
fellowships ' to
managers who can handle
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MBA? - A new source for
answers to 'your questions
about MBA's. What ** you
should
ask
school
representatives? Costs and
financial aid ? Should you
get an MBA? Who employs
MBA's?
What . .. about
management
careers
outside of business? Forums
with the schools in Boston to
help you. Find out more in
the Career Planning Office.
^^ HHlH
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Peace Cor ps and VISTA Volunteers
Friday, Nov 7 , inf ormat ion booth in

Roberts Union 9 AM to 5 PM. . For interviews, sign up in advance at Career
Planning Office.

OLD MILWAUKEE
24/12oz. Bar Bottles
reg. $175 NOW $7.14
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GOVERNMENT SERVICE,
INTERNATIONAL .
BUSINESS,
BANKING,
AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS Information on Columbia's
graduate
international
affairs programs has just
arrived. If you liked Fletcher and Woodrow Wilson,
you
should
consider
Columbia. See Gen in
Roberts 252.
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orchestral needs due to
expanded
seasons,
increased community services, and touring. A unique
opportunity! Read about it
in Roberts 252.

27th, 7 :30, the - Robinson
Room,
Miller Library.
Questions to follow. For.
further,information, contact
the Education Department
or the Career Planning
Office.

CONSIDERING AN MBA ?
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An admission representative fro m Vanderbi lt
Unive rsity wi ll be on campus
TUESDAY , NOVEMBER 4

:.

to meet wit h men and women Interested In
management careers.
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FULL LINE of.BEER; WINE

' Please conta ct:

. P SODA & PARTY ACCESSORIES I HAMLIN'S; .jg E^|^ .

CAREER PLANN ING

Jjgg.

;- .

for more detai ls and to sign up for a stude nt
Informa tion session.

j *r * *

OPEN:

All student s, regardless of undergraduate major ,are
Invited to attend

VANDERBIL T

KEGS DELIVERED FREE
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Page Seventeen

Annc ^iicemenAs
recreation therapy, and
report writing. They participate in case conferences
and
attend
clinical
seminars; A- combined
stipend and allowance of
$350-409 per month, housing
and meals are offered to
qualified applicants who are
U.S. citizens, unmarried
and at least 22 years' of age.
apand
Information
plications . are available
from Dr. Henry . Piatt,
Devereux
Director,
CAREER
Foundation,
HOUSE, Devon, PA. 19333.

Pre-Professional
Mental
Health ; ; Counselor ;
Traineeships:-Graduating college seniors,
hew
graduates
and
graduate students are , invited to appiy-for: the "liveiri :' '[Ay -' ~r Pr (^l^Qi(^i6tiay
Resident Advisdr-Couriselor
Traineeships offered at the
CAREER "HOUSE: Unit; of
tlie Devereux Foundation in
Suburban Philadelphia, a
multidisciplinary residential
arid day care treatment and
rehabilitation center. The
Devereux Branch is approved by the APA for PreDoctoral Internships in
Clinical Psychology, and
Counseling
Psychology.
Several ¦';¦;._ • ¦' twelve-month
Resident Advisor-Counselor
Traineeships are available
at CAREER HOUSE
^a
:
ttierapeutie ./\lv ' "\ ' education'
facility for post-high school
youth with; learning and
adjustment .
problems.
Trainees '•live-in" arid
'receive'
training
and
supervised experience in
supportive .counseling and
milieu therapy, .crisis intervention,
residential
treatment,
social
rehabilitation
and

annual
The
second
Bonfire
Homecoming
sponsored by the Newman
Club will take place this
Friday night, October 24, at
8:00 p.m. The site of the
bonfire will be near the
athletic field All coaches of
men's and women's fall
sports will be there to give
speeches about their particular teams. Cider and
donuts will be provided for
everyone.
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Ms; Cornelia Herzfeld ,, from
the College Year in Athens
Program, will be in the
Smith
Room,
Roberts
Union,
on ^Thursday,
October 30, from 10:30 to
noon and 1:00 to 2:15. All
interested students are
invited to talk with her.
.; A Study Abroad Night for
the European Continent and
Latin America \j vill he hejd
Mon!, Oct. 27 at 9 p.m. m
Dana Lounge. Ail interested
sophomores are invited to
come and speak with
seniors who have returned;
There will be a meeting on
Thursday, Oct. 30 in the
Robins room of Roberts
Union from 5 to 7 PM to
discuss the new Colby in
Caen program. All students
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ENERGY.
Wecan't afford
to waste it«
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Looks Like Real Irish Knit
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FOR SALE
PROSPECTIVE Watson Fellow

; OUR PRESENT TO YOU WILL BE SAVING S ON WANTED ITEMS

.

DATSUN, ,2802, * 9», standard,
air cond., mags, radiais, ffZ poo
miles , excellent condition . Call

seeks temporary wife. No exResponsible student available
Summer School Students in
perience necessary . Negotiable
for babysitting, afternoons and
terms
Including
Parisian
evenings. Call Nancy at ext. 515.
good position to apply for
honeymoon and Haitian divorce.
Financial Aid :
The
Send resume and
photo to Spider , box 1369.
LOST AND FOUN D
Scholarship
Bank
letting
specializes
in
LOST ! One Glee Club Notebook.
students know about lesserFOR SALE. Sears portable
Blue folder with two pieces of
electric typewriter with case.
kriowni private funding
music inside. If found please
Excellent condition. Best offer.
return to Music Dept. Office In
Call Gloria Gcodine at ext. 339.
sources. These generally
Bixler.
accept - applications yearround. The Scholarship
Bank provides each student
with up to 50 separate aid
sources, for which they are
potentially
eligible.
According to the director, i»J|
i i!f j ffjl ^
the average applicant is
receiving 32 sources with a
combined scholarshin value
' < ""-^
JLwr
^^o^^
3'-Sffaaa ^HBHHL
¦
of $17,000 and any of those
^ ^^V
r
.
<#*& i f t Pl|Wiy f
sources are - renewable *
yearly. For further information, send a business
size, : stamped, . selfaddressed envelope to The
Scholarship Bank, 10100
Santa Monica Blvd., Suite
750, Lbs Angeles, CA. 90067,
or call (800) 327-9009 ext 397.

89th Birthday Sale

^RM q^dls
can teachyod
first^i
And firs t aid
I
¦¦ ¦ can bli
¦Jife »lioB'k :- ;
.

interested in spending theii
junior year in France an
urged to attend.

this Friday, Oct. 24, on the
second floor of Roberts
Union.

B'riai Brith Hillel is
sponsoring
a
Shabbat
cahdlelighting dinner with
wine and cheese beforehand

BobHop e
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Women's centeri social isolation
or let's dedicate it tomorrow
point

Establishing a women's center at-Colby would be
taking the wrong direction toward the final goal of
creating equality between the sexes here.
The solution to sex descrimination at Colby lies
hot in the further segregation of men and women
but in the encouraging of integration,
The fraternity system has been criticized, and
rightly so, for its sexist attitude toward women and
the unhealthy isolation of its members from normal
social interaction with women. With this criticism
in mind, how can one support the establishment of
of a center which would create the same kind of
isolation in reverse? .
If what we desire in the end is for women to be
considered on par with men, then we must stop
considering "men" and "women" as- separate en- ,
titles battling for power. We must consider, all
experience of
students here as people sharing the
¦ • -¦
«¦
college life on an equal basis.
. '

Counterpoint
Increasing understanding between the sexes
and hence , .decreasing social isolation, -is one *
pre-condition for" women's equality. Furthering
women's political interests as a group is another
goal necessary for equality.
A women's Center would greatly strengthen Colby
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Letters

b9|

women's bid to have women's issues like health
care, women's studies, women faculty members,
and safety satisfactorily addressed by the college.
A women's studies library and informal class
space, both stated objectives of the, center's
proponents, are ; tangible benefits-and undeniably
valuable to women.
The intangible benefits of the center are perhaps
more valuable but less obvious. A permanent space
dedicated to a women's ¦ group facilitates
organization and communication. As a refuge where
women could escape the day-tojday sexist incidents
that are a part of Colby life, the center would
represent the passage of the E.R.A. and the
overthrow of the Pope all rolled into one on a very
personal level.
The Center must be a social organization to some
degree as well. Exchanging ideas and working on
common issues requires trust; trust .generated by
friendship and comraderie.
But, the new organization will not fall prey to the
social isolation prevalent in the fraternities . Different groups will be mobilized on each issue ensuring a dynamic membership or clientele. The
live-in privileges of the fraternities will not be
extended to the center, nor will full access be
limited exclusively to sex.
Let's dedicate the cornerstone tomorrow.

Curriculum change
;
M not trivial-v ; : ,

To the Editor:

If there were a Richter
scale for measuring quakes
in curriculum, last spring's
faculty vote to offer both
credited and non-credited
January Plans beginning in
1982 would almost certainly
have registered a four , a
fair bit more than a minor
tremor.
To verify that the
curriculum was' shaken,
students need only quiz a
faculty member who was
here last year and they will,
I'm sure, receive a first
hand impression of the
depth, of feeling associated
with'the change. No faculty
takes curriculum change
for
even , a
lightly,
seemingly simple one like
January Plan credits has
wide' implications;. for the
breadth and timing of
subject offerings available,
for the pace and pressure of
student work loads, for
accelerated graduation v for
faculty work loads, and for
that most subtle but critical
element, the climate of
learning. ( Ask Professor
for his classic
Sweney
A rare opportunity for all desk) . Cider and Cheddar lecture on how crediting
students to meet and will be served.
the essence
of Jan
x
socialize with the Board of
Later on, a bonfire sup- destroys
Plan
learning.)
porting all fall sports will be In short, last , year's
Trustees will take place on sponsored by the Newman
in curriculum
Friday at 4:30 in the Club. Again cider will be faculty actionfar
from trivial
matters
was
Roberts Union Gallery served, but this time with and the implementation
of
information
(behind the
doughnuts!

lpn

that action will likewise be
far from trivial.
It's true that all of this
has yet to reach the
students arid that; no.doubt,
accounts for 'the fact that
the far majo rity of students
responding to the ECHO'S
poll -rie^edPresident Cotter
as a failure in addressing
curriculum change/ Not so,
arid when students .make
their course elections: for
the fall of '81" the change
will be apparent.
It's true as well'that no
change can be as significant
as change; The faculty also
voted to leave unchanged
the two '"all/. " ' *"' college
requirements in /English
Composition arid Foreign
Language. The decisions on
these requirements, as on
the Jan Plan, occurred only
after
extensive
deliberations
iri
subcommittees
of - the
Educational Policy Committee, the E.P.C. itself,
arid the faculty. AH this
after the most extensive
polling of students and
alumni the college has ever
attempted.
In short, the curriculum is
both changing and unchanging but the change
issue was hardly left
unaddressed last year. Sincerely,
Henry A. Gemery
Professor - Dept. of
Economics

Letters
Run it up the flagpole?

The row s gotta go

funds , manpower , advise ,
advertising materials , and
so forth.
Hi. : ' ,
I believe such a group is
From time to time at Colby,
a fraternity, .sorority, , or needed at Colby and can be
other
organization
on put to good use. I would
cairipus , sponsors a fund like to have lots of people
talk to me about it. There :
dri ve for a particular
charity.
With rare ex- fore , I humbly ask that each
ceptions , these events have fraternity, sorority, dorm
and organization send at
been less than successful. v
Why? I believe the baisic least one representati ve
problems
are lack of ( more are welcome) to an
organization , . manpower , organizational-run-it-up-theand advertising, and I flagpole meeting on Monwould like to try and take day, November 3, 7:00 in
some steps towards solving second
¦ floor Robert' s. I
give
them. The first step I have hope ' . ''. this . ' will
in mind ( yes, I have everybody time to choose a
several in mind already ) is representative.
Thank-you for your time
the formation of a central
organizing group to help and considera ti on , and
riiake fund drives and please contact me with any
charitable
events more ideas or suggestions.
Together we can show the
successful.
The organization would world that Colby cares.
not take charge of events ,
but woul d rather be a Sincerely,
resour ce for emer genc y Dave Worster , Ext. 551
To the Editor :

absorb these t ypes of
by-Jane Eklund
groups into their social
and WhivS:yn,mes
fabric , in that most colleges
•Thirty percent of Colby have living and social
men belong to f rat ern ities. alternat ives to f rat ern it ies
Despite the fact that this in addition to dormitories ,
represents only abou t fif- and do not have their
and , clubs
teen perc ent of the student fraternities
body, this -.. small grou p clustered in the center of
" owns" and cont rols the the campus.
row of houses kn own as This absorption , however ,
"Frat Row", the back bone does not and cannot exist at
social Colby because there is no
Colby's
of
mechanism, as well as the way, eveii with the new
focal point of the campus . AQP co-ed fraternity and
Our pur pose is to state two housel ess sororities,
specific grievances against that the power arid control
the fratern ity system and to inherent in the frat ernity
suggest ; reforms
and row monopoly can be
alternat ives which we f eel balanced.
.
would , greatly benefit the Sexism. The exclusion of
college community. We feel women is a key factor in
it is especially important to any
fraternity
system.
ra ise these issues now , in Some colleges similar to
light of the pending tax Colby, such as Bowdoin,
issue as well as the new Amherst , Dartmouth , and
fraternity guidelines which Williams , have found this
are presently in draft. In aspect of fraternal elitism
the preamble . of these to be unacce ptable , and
guidelines , as issued by the have forced co-education or
dean 's office, it is stated: elimination of fraternit ies.
as
significant Colby 's
To the Energy Action enjoy the energy savings "Just
fraternities
from super conduction of decisions about the futu re of however , rema in . all-male ,,
Group:
the electrical framework of fraternities had to be made not only exclud ing women ,
when Colby moved to its but also perpetuating atI applaud your noble each Colby building.
new cam pus , the time has t itudes
eff ort to further reduce
of
subjugat ion
energ y come once again when it is inherent in any frat ernity
These
added
Colby's
energy
consumption: However , we can sav ings will be enorm ous necessar y to renew the organization.
and like the temperature
mutual relationshi p between These
go even further.
attitudes
are
Instead of dropping the dro p to 60 degrees F, will be the fraternities and the man ifested in such actions
aver age tem pera t ure of of no di scomfort to the college."
as 1.) dropping nets on
The college community as women from fire escapes
classrooms an d laborator ies avera ge student .
down to 60 degrees F from
a." whole was not asked to 2.) : " rating " woriien with
65 degrees F, why do we not Sincerely,
volunteer input into the numbered cards 3.) verdrop the temperatur e to The Super Energy Act ion establ ishment of this . new bally harrassi ng women
"mutual relat ionshi p" . We who walk by the frater nities
absolute zero . We can then Grou p
feel, , however , it is im- and 4.) sexual offenses.
perative that the following Frankl y , man y women
issues be considered in its feel uncom fortable or are
design:
afraid when walking down
Elitism. Every college frat row , wh ich is the only
To
the
Ed itor:
may also well know , neural
neutralizers have been used has clubs and organizations , path to the student union
and inevitabl y each club is, from .
We are two "concerned in experiments on inmates
most
campus
Sophomores. , Concerned •at penal colonies throughout
at least to some degree , locations. Fraternit y ataboiit what?
By
definiti on , titudes towards women are
NEURAL the galaxy. They have been elitist.
NEUTRALIZERS !!
We proven dangerous if placed fraternal organ izations are best . summed up by one
have discover ed between in the wrong hands.
especially selective, in that former
fraternit y
1.) they generally exclude president 's quote , "Women
six to
eight
Neural
We feel that these devices women 2.) they strive to are inherently inferior. "
Neutralizers in Arey 5. We
discovered them recently are indeed in the wrong
maintain the homogeneit y These attitudes ar e not
while attending Geology 141. hands here at Colby. We
of their group (i.e. football unique to Colby 's fraterfear for the safety of all
frat , pre ppie frat , etc.) 3.) nities, except in that the y
' ¦¦ ;' ¦ ¦'¦
Why • ' •;¦ ¦ ig ., ¦. • • the students who have classes
they usually req uire that are overwhelmingly reinAdministration v
ex- ' in Arey 5.
members pay fees above forced and perpet uated by
peri mentirig with Neural
and beyond regular room Colby's ¦ lack of social
We demand that our
Neutralizers without our
and board charg es 4.) they variety . . - again , the
knowledge? Or is it merely , auestions be answered ! We each have their own Jiving problem of the frat row
the , plot of a crazed "Dr. " ennand" to know whb is center , which reinforces the monopoly .
Koons? , We feel tl^t either behind , the installation of cohesion of their elitist
Dominance . A further *
these devices I , We demand
prin
ciples.
social
problem with Colby 's
is
the
Administr atlbn
Most
colleges
are
able
to
fraternit
y , system is the
that
the
Neura
l
Neutralizers
brainwashing us 'to become
be
shut
down
pending
an
comriiunist
subversives
upori ; graduation ; pr that investigation! We demand
"Dr?' Koons' is uti to an that our demands ¦ be met
immediately! ' . *
unknown fiendish scheme .
..

Pr oposin g absolut e zero

Neural neutralizes

The safety of Colby and
j . . As you may well' know;
\Neural Neutralizers arc a the World is at stake !
device
* very dangerous
which affects the memory Sincerely, ; .
pattern s of humans. As you Two Concerned Sophomores
All letters must be signed and submitted by Monday
i evening, ^ ;Names will be withh eld upon * reques t, but the
tr authors Identity must bo,:known to th e Editors' The
i) Colby ECHO reserves the right to shorten an y letter. If
we receive severa l letters concernin g one topic of In;'*¦!• ' •: tercsk wo may!pri nt only;a representative letter.

remforcement
of maledominated . ideals
and
values .. This dominance is
express ed not only in
sexism but f rom an
economic viewpoint: mien
own an d control the center
of the campus.Frat row is a
male power
structure.
Fraternity
men believe
their economic tradition
justifies the ir unchallenge d
existence today.
However , at the time the
Mayflower Hill campus was
built , the economic tradition
was one of discrimination
against women. In general ,
tradition
discouraged
women from gaining access
to the financ ial resource s
necessary to support their
own
houses
an d
organ iza tions.
Most women, in fact ,
would not have thought it
their place to do so. Even if
they had , it is question able
whether Colby would have
supp orte d them . I ndeed it is
cer t ain t he a dministrat ion
woul d not have allow ed
women to live on frat row
as that was the male side of
campus. Regardless of this ,
the
stat e blue laws
prohibited
women from
living together in a grou p
sett ing such as a sorority
house.
There f ore
we
are
char ging that what this
attitu de of dominance boils

together
in a house:
and
women
however ,
groups
special interest
should be afforded the same
opportunit y.
A house is a distinctly
different
living
arr angement than a dorm ,
in that it promotes the
special aspects of group
living. We are also aware
tha t
the locat ion of
fraternities
is
not
specifically the fault of
these
organizations.
Fratern it ies were ent iced to
their current loca ti ons by
the or iginal Ma yf lower Hill
administration in order to
provide
badly
needed
housing.
However , it is 1980.
W omen now live on the
library side of the road ,
Roberts is a union for all
Colby people , and we feel it
is the duty of the college to
open f rat row to a divers ity
of groups.
Frat houses, in design ,
are well suited for an y t ype
of small group living. The
opportunities for the installat ion
of
k itchen
fac ilities , faculty apartments , lounges , etc. , are
limitless. Some specif ic
suggestions are :
the
Women 's Center , lan guage
houses , co-operative living
center , a vegetarian house ,
an Afro-American center ,
as well as fraternit ies and

down to is that the
fraternity men believe the y
deserve their houses , and
the power that goes with
them , ' just
because
tradit ionally as males , the y sororities.
Conclusion . The president
have always had these
of
the IF C has stated , "we
privileges. W e feel, as well,
can
prove we're dorms , not
that this prevalent attitude
".
frats
Considering the
is a distinctly negative
automon
y
wh
ich frats have
influence on the educati onal
climate and growth of the alwa ys enjoyed , we are
college.
Alternatives.
Colby's
campus is here for every
member of the college
community. However , the
central portion of the
campus is devoted exclusively to fraternit y men,
a factor which denies full
community access.

outraged that they should
make such a case unless
they are willing to sacrifice
that automon y and make
their houses available to the
entire cam pus in the same
ways, that dorms are.
In short , if the frats are
dorms as the IFC has
claimed , then all students ,

both sexes as well as all
experience may college grou ps, should be

We recognize that the

fraternal
be a good thing for some allowed access to the houses
men. We are by no means through the regular room
suggesting that men should draw , or some similarl y
not be allowed to live judicious system.

Coeducation: keep up the good work?

Dear Lucy :
Recently; In my wanderings , I came across a
citation which I thought
would be of interest to my
fellow
Colby • women's
studies advocates, I, found
It In The Woman 's Journal ,
a Boston publication edited
by suffragist Lucy Stone. .
"Women Intruding at

Colby "

•'The new catalo gue of
Colby University, Maine
contains the names of 82
students.
The Freshm ian
class numbers 32, which is
more than any other college
in the state has.
The
comprises
a
facult y
seven
president / and
professors , This college is
trying the plan of educating

the sexes together. There is
now one young lady in the
senior class , four in the
sophomore and two ii\ the
freshman.
Although the
plan is as unpop ular with
the majority of students as
it is* with the Alumni ,
nothing of an unple asant
character has marke d its
trail. "
. •>• ., - .
The Woman 's Journ al vol.

VI p82 Apr 1875 ,
Just over one hundr ed
years ago, women "inupon * all-male
truded"
classes. Keep up the good
work , gang.
My

best

cubes,

Sue Erb
Class of 1980

to

Sturteva nt ,

Cider and cheese p arty
kicksoff homecoming
A cider and cheese party championship, and both
at which students can meet teams come into the match
the Colby trustees will kick with 1-4 records.
off homecoming weekend on
Bates' lone win was a 35Fri., Oct. 24.
13 thrashing of Hamilton
The get-together will take College, while their most
place in the lobby of recent contest was a 27-16
Roberts Union at about loss to WPI. Colby upset a
undefeated
4 :30, immediately following previously
the
trustees7 : annual Trinity squad 20-17" two
meeting. All students are weeks ago, but is coming off
invited, and members of a 35-7 thrashing last week at
clubs in particular are the hands of Middlebury.
The match begins at 1:30
urged to attend. The
trustees control the Student on Seavrins Field. It will be
Association budget, the broadcast by WMHB radio,
source of funds for-campus 91.5 FM.
clubs.
A luncheon and awards
presentation will be held
Saturday at 11:15 on the
second floor of Roberts
Union.
Arthur "Red"
O'Halloran will be honored
as "C" Club "Man of the
Year." The award goes
annually to an alumnus who
was a varsity letter man at
Colby.
Another highlight of the
O'Halloran is a 1951
weekend will be the renewal graduate who starred
on the
of the Colby-Bates football track team. He resides
in
game
is
the
rivalry. The
Waterville
and
has
assisted
first leg of the annual the college in recruiting
Colby - Bates - Bowdoin student athletes:

O'Halloran is treasurer of
the "C" Club and his son
Dan is a 1980 Colby
graduate.
For the athletic minded, a
m mile "Fun Run" will be
held ori the new crosscountry trail. The event is
non-competitive and is
sponsored by the crosscountry teams. Anyone
interested should meet at
Wadsworth Gymnasium at
11:00 Sunday morning.
Also on tap for the
weekend is a concert and
dance in the gym, featuring
the "big band" sound of
LoComotion, directed by
Adrian Lo. Admission is
free . and the dance will
begin at 8:30 p.m. Saturdav.
Other events scheduled
for the weekend include a
fall sports bonfire, sponsored by the Newman Club,
a varsity soccer game
against MIT and a tray
lunch with cross-country
coaches and team members. All of these events
are open to everyone interested.

Colby vs. Bates
.•.Sat., Seavrins Field at 1:30

Dance , athletic events hig hli g ht homecomi ng calendar
I

Registration will be held at the Millet Alu*mni House on Frida y, October 24, from 4:00 to ' 9:00p.m., and Saturd ay, October 25, f rom 9:00a.m.
to
12:00 noon. Luncheon and Spa Special tickets will be avaUab le there , M other tickets may be purchased at the e

FRIDAY , OCT OBER 24

• .». t> «
u
n oSports
Fall
Bonfire
Cider and donu ts
Sponsored by the Newman Club
Near athletic fields
9:00Colby Night Open House
11:00
Endowed by Lud y Levine '21
Millett Alumni House
ft,
oln ,TinnAv ^m^„
SATURDAY
, OCTOBER 25
¦
'
' ¦_ . . ..
_;
8:00Breakfast
10:00 a.m.
($1.45 at door)
Dana and Roberts
8:00Fraternit y/Sorority Corporation
Meetin g!10:00
¦ • ¦ . ' . (if scheduled b y individual houses)
Cha pter Houses
10:00
Alumni Council Fall Meetin g
(all alumni welcome)
Given Auditorium
,
11:15
Lobster Stew Luncheon and
Awards presentation
Roberts Second Floor
Greetin gs from J ohn Cornell '65
Alumni Council Chairman "
1980TW Award
Arthur "B^ OMaUoran '50 ,
Class Agents Awards ¦
President 's Remarks ' . . ' " .'

o nn p.m.
8:00

1:30 p.m.
„ AA
2:00
4:456:00

8:30-

midni ght

Varsit y FVxrtball
Colb y; ¦ versus
Bates
•¦
•
.
Varsit y Soccer
,J
^
Colby versus MIT
*
Supper
($2.65 atdbor )
Dana , Roberts , and Foss
Homecomin g Concert and Dance
Featurin g Colb y's LoComot ion Band
Co-sponsored throu gh the Student
Association and Alumni Association
(Admission Free)
W adswort h G ymnasium
.~

SUNDAY , OCTOBER 26

"Spa Special" Bre akfast

9:0011:00
9:45
11:00
n .00
v.
¦ _ r.
'^^
.-. ¦
^¦ ¦: , " . '.

Roberts Spa
Mass
Lorimer Cha pel
Mornin g Worshi p
- Lorimer Cha pel
Alumni Fun Run
Wadsworth
G ymnasium
¦ _
;
.
.
^

v

^
|S^tj ^*^ f^$2.65)
Robins
Room
¦¦ ¦- ¦
¦¦¦ ,¦¦ Roberts ¦Union
'-. ¦; _ ;'
,;". * ¦' ¦: ;r ,y. • . -• , , . ; . -

-

